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WINDOW SHADES l 
DRY GOODS 
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. 
Everything Cheap 
CALL FOR BARGAINS 
AT THE 
One-Price Cash Store 
-OF-
WM G. DU NN & Co., 
North High St., 




WESTERVILLE, OHIO, .MARCH, 1876. No. !J. 
THE ERA OF BRIEF BOOXS I 
INDEPENDENT COURSE IN GEOGRAPHY 
TWO INDEPENDENT VOLUMES I EACH PERFECT ANO COM-
PLETE IN ITSELF I 
HAVE YOU S E E N THEM ? 
ELEMEN'rARY GEOGRAPHY--;l0 p p., with 60 
maps and 81 other illustrations. Price 80 cents. 
COMPREHENSIVE GEOGRAPHY-103 pp., with 
103 map and 6,5 other iJJW1trations. Price $I.GO. 
&Jar'These volu01es arc not revisions of old works, 
but are entirely new productions by the most success-
ful and popular Geographical author in the world. 
POINTS OF SUPERIORITY. 
The G00$1-aphi~• of t he New Co~rse_p~esen~ th e fol-
lowing entirely novel features, wluch 1t 1s believed are 
not found i n any other text books. 
1. The NUMBERED MAPS; on which 11. vast num-
ber of cities nod towns are laitl down, consti t utl ng 
complete 11Rcfereuce Maps" wit bout crowding. 
2. The exquisite RELIEF MAPS· variously called 
11 Photographic J>icturcs " or "Bird 1s-eye," or unal-
loon" Views of t ho Enrtks Surface. 
3. The COMPARA'l'IVE LATITUDES; represent-
ing distant countries on the ma.p mnrgins. 
4. The COMPARATIVE A REAS; exhibited on t he 
frame of Kansas-the common measure. 
5. The ALLEN SYSTEM of MAP-DRAWING by 
n uniform (invari able) scale. 
6. The PRODUCT MAPS. 
7. The HISTORICAL SKETCHES. 
8. The TOPJCAL DIAGRAMS (in the Elementary); 
an iogenfous meU1od of review, for the eye, and to be 
wrilteti. 
9. The QUESTION SENTENCES (In the Element-
ary); question ,mdanswer being indica!,lld by th.e type 
in a siugle phraw. 
10, The QUESTIONS W ITHOUT ANSWERS (in 
tl1e Elementary) to test the pupil's intelligent knowl-
edge of the lessons learned. 
11. The TOUR IN EUROPE (in the Comprehen-
sh•e). . 
11. The ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY (in the Compre-
sive). 
13. The MAP OF PALESTINE (in the Comprehen-
sive). 
14. The GLOBE (in comprehensive){· t he complete 
segments of a globe, to be cut out, wit 1 which every 
scholar may be his own globe-maker. 
Either of the INDEPENDENT GEOGRAPHIES will be 
sent to teachers, for examination, on receipt of llalf 
prk-e. 
A. S. BARNES &. Co., Pllblisoors, 
New York and Chicago. 
:r- ~ - A_A._"ftll""'F"-C">~, 
COLUMBUS, OHIO, 
jun-3m] Agent for Ohio. 
Death to High Prices I 
ENTIRELY NEW 71-3 OCTAVE PIANOS! 
Rose-Wood and C,nvect Legs, having all Improvements, and Warranted for Five Y ears, 
ONLY $225.00 ! 
FIRST-CLASS STANDARD ORGANS, 
Black Walnut Case, Ileautitul in Design, 7 Stops, and Warranted, $100_00! 
38 NORTH HIGH STREET, COLUMBUS, O. 











jau-ly,J PAJ:NTS, OJ:LS. PL.ASTER A.ND CEMENr .. 
Oity ~i11i:n..ery S. JARVIS. J . R, CLARK. 
V ANOE & BRO., -AND-
Wholesale ~nd retail dealers in LADIES' and· CHILDREN'S fITRNISHING "OVE&TE:EI. "V"X::C.::C.E, o., 
J ARVIS & CLARK. 
Dealers in general :c B ,::r a- s ! STC>B.E. 
The Laclies and those desiring a Beauti- H A R D -W- A RE. 
fu l Bonnet or Hat, a nice Neck Tie or Neck FINE CHEMICALS, 
wear, a rich F lower or P lume, an elegant 
UNITED STATES LIFE INSURANCE Col l'ltOl'ltIZ'l'AltY MEDICINES, Shawl or Scarf, comfortable Underwear , or a Shoe that will fit to please you, or any-
thing in the fancy line of the best and 
Cutlery, Mechanics' Tools, Iron, Well 
and Cistern Pumps. ASSETS OVER H,381,266, 
The principal features of the Company 
are absolute security, economical manage-
ment, and liberality to the insured. 
ALSO OF THE 
HARTFORD ACCIDENT INSURANCE CO., 
OF HARTFORD, OONN. 
Cash Capital, - - - - $200,000. 
Insures against death by accident, and 
grants indemnity for loss of time by tota:-
Iy disabling injuries. Issues policies for 
from one to twelve months. Also, general 
accident tickets covering three thousand 
dollars in event of accidental death, or 
fifteen dollars weekly indemnity for total-
ly disabling injuries resulting from acci-
dent. 
PREMIUM-Twenty-five cents per day 
for any number of days less than thirty ; 
five dollars for thirty daylickets. 
\\'. R. WIIEATCR FT, Agent, 
jan-lyr] Westerville, Ohio. 
A. J. FRANKENBURG, 
DEALE~ IN 
Stoves and Tinware. 
Booting, Spouting and Job Work a 
Specialt y, 
Cor. EO)tE a.ud. S'l'AT:E Streets, 
jan-3m] WESTE R VilLE, O. 
l'a.iuts, Oils, 
Varnishes, 




Manufacturers Montana Bitters, Sal-Cit· 
rate Magnesium, Seidlitz Powders, 
Bateman's Drops, Godfrey's 
Cordial Flavoring Ex-




latest sty le, just please call at the 
ST~T;T;R:;;,L~e::r::~hio. FARMING IMPLEMENTS, 
ja-ly] MRS. E. WHEATCRAFT, Prop'r. CORDAGE, 
Remember the Old .Stand 
Best 
Where you can get the 
French Calf Boots, 
Sewed or pegged, and of the BEST MA-






Also ready made work at LOWEST Cleveland, Kt. Vernon k Columbus l?.a1lroad. 
Medicines Dispensed at A~l Hours, PRICES. GOING soUTH. 
By competent persons. CAI.I. A.NI> :B!i CONVINC:m>. Leaves Cleveland ..... 8.40 am 3.15 pm 
NQ 1 RQBI::,QN BLOCK " H udson •....... 9.40 am 4.35 pm 
• . iS , jan-6rn] G. DUSENBERY. " Millersbnrg ... 12.17 pm 7.30 pm 
jan-tf] Westerville. Ohio. 
SIEBERT & LILLEY, 
BOOK BINDERS. 
Blank Books of every description con-
stantly on hand. 
OPERA HOUSE BUILDING, 
jan-6mo (Up-stairs) OOLUMBUS, 0. 
JAMES MOSSM~N, 
- D8AL1'R lN-
BOOKS, ~TATIONERY, WALL PAPER, 
GLASS, PICTUH[S, FRAMES, MOULDINGS, WINDOW 
Shades, Newspapers, ete. 
COR, STATE AND MAIN srs., 
" l\ft. Vernon ... 2.12 pm 7.39 pm 
Westerville .... 3.18 pm 9.08 am 
Arrives Ool~mbus .. ... 3.45 pm 9.40 am 
G OING NORTE:. 
Leaves Columbus ... ... 12.0S pm 6.20 p:n 
" Weeterville ... 12.33 pm 6.54 pm 
" Mt. Vernon ... 2.00 pm 8.23 pm 
" MiUersburg .. . 3.41 pm 6.44 am 
" H udson ... . ..... "6.32 pm '9.00 am 
Arrives Cleveland ...... 1.35 pm 10.15 am 
Commercial House, Westerville, 0, jan-tf 
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OTTERBEIN UNIVERSITY, · 
VTESTERVILLE, OHIO. 
FACULTY AND INSTRUCTORS. 
REV. H. A. THOMPSON, D. D., PRESIDENT, 
Professor of Mental and Moral Science. 
JOHN HAYWOOD, A. M., 
Dresbach Professor of Mathematics. 
THOMAS McFADDEN, A. M., 
Professor of Natural Science. 
JOHN E. GUITNER, A. M., 
Professor of Greek. 
REv. IfENRY GARST, A. M., 
Flicking(Yf'· Professor of Latin. 
MRs. M. A. FISHER, M. A., 
Principal of the Ladies' Department. 
Mrss MINNIE S. KING, 
Teacher of Instrumental Music. 
Mrss FLORA SPANGLER, M.A., 
Teacher of German and French. 
M. DEWITT LONG, 
Teacher of Elo<7Ution. 
C. M. BALDWIN, 
Teacher of Penmanship. 
MRs. H. E. THOMPSON, 
Teacher of Drawing and Painting. 
There are four courses- of study : the Classical, the Scientific, the Ladies', and the English. The Classical leads to the 
Degree of Bachelor of Arts; the Scientific, to the Degree of Bachelor of Science; the Ladies', to the Degree of Mistress of 
Arts; and on completion of the English, a certificate of advancement is given. 
BOTH SEXES are admitted on equality, are permitted to take any of the courses, and are graduated with equal honors. 
Brother _and sister. thus ~ave. equal ed1:1cational facilities, and the a_dvantage of each other's ~o~panionship. Each sex enjoys 
the refinmg and-st1mulatmg mfluence of the presence of the other m the same halls and recitation rooms. 
The location of the University is healthful and accessible, having two great lines of railway, and being only twelve miles 
from the St,ate Capital, with its unexcelled railway facilities. . 
Expense& are very moderate, being scarcely more than one-half the rates charged elsewhere by colleges and universities 
of similar g:rade .. 
Students reeeived at any time, and· aid given them-in ar:ranging and selecting their studies. 
Circulars and information sent on application t~ 
· Rev. H. A. THOMPSON, President, 
Westerville, Franklin Co., Ohio. 
The Otterbein Dial. 
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"THE BOYS.' 
BY OLI\'ER WE:sDELL HoL)IES. 
Arc we "the boys" that used to make 
The table ring with noi y follies'/ 
Whose deep-lnng'd laughter oft. would shake 
The ceiling with its thurul r-volleys? 
Are we the yonths with lips unehorn, 
At beauty's feet unwri!1kled suitors, 
·whose memories reach tradition's morn-
The ..iays of prehistoric tutors 'f 
"The boys" we knew-but who are these 
Whose heads might serve for Plutarch sages, 
Or Fox's martyrs, if you plea ·e, 
Or hermits of the dismal ages'! 
"The boys" we knew-can these be those? 
Their cheeks with morning's blush were painted; 
,vhere are the Uanys, Jims, and Joes 
With whom we once were well acquainted'/ 
If we arc they, we're not the same; 
If they arc w<i, why then they're ma king; 
Do tell uA, neighbor " rhat's-your-name, 
Who are you ?-What's the use of asking? 
You once were George, or Bill, or Ben; 
•rhere'FJ you, yourself - there's you, that other; 
I know you now-I knew you then-
You used to be your younger brother! 
From Ad Amicos, in March Atlantic.] 
MORE OR FEWER COLLEGES? 
IlY rROF. llI. II. AMBROSE, 
OJ. .. \YALO~ AC.\OEMY, MO. 
That the carnal mi11d is en11.Jity against Goel, is no 
more true than that the mind fettered with ignorance 
is enmity againRt e<luca.tion. Because the former is 
trne, Chri tianity is necessarily aggressive, mission-
ary. Every phase o:i' thought, doctrine, and govern-
ment of the true church is aggressive. The denom-
ination that is not aggressive, is most certainly on 
the decline. The vP.ry essence or Christianity is 
missionary. When Clui tianity ceases to be mi ion-
ary, it cea es to be Chri tianity. Now because ignor-
ance is enmity against education, the latter is and 
must alRo be aggressive. Education, in its true 
sense, bears the same relation to ignorance that 
ChriRtianitv does to sin. Christianitv iR si,:,•p1•P.~~ivP 
therefore, education must be aggressive. If educa-
tion ever dethrones the powers of ignorance, the 
teacher must become a missionary,-he must go 
forth in a self sacrificing spirit. 'fhi fact is so 
patent that none can doubt it, that a theory 0r sy -
tem of education that wholly ignores this missionary 
element, is clearly a monstrosity. If men every-
where instinctively sought escape from the bondage 
of ignorance, as they d) from physical bondage,-if 
they everywhere strove for the development of their 
minds, as they do for the gratification of their info! 
de. ires, educatiomtl agencies and institutions would 
11ot need an aggressive or missionary element. But 
this is so sa.dly untrue of human nature, that men 
and women have lived all their lives under the verv 
shadow of academies, colleges and universitie , and 
have never been even convicted of ignorance; as 
men and women have lived all their lives within 
hearing of church bells, and have never been even 
convicted of sin. 
Build a mammoth church in the metropolis or 
capital of each tate; let even an Apostle Paul or 
John preach in it day and night with power and wis-
dom of the Holy Ghost; have every convenience 
and assistance that 1rna!th and talent can bring,-will 
this suffice fol' all the people of the State? Will it 
suffice even for the city in which it is located, if no 
mis ionary' spirit i in any part of the enterprise? 
To ask, i to auswer such a question. Jow build a 
mammoth university in each State; have the grand-
e~t and moQt ~pacious buildings that could be desired; 
have all the books money could bu, ; have the mo t 
complete museum and c;~binet and philosophical and 
chemical apparatus; ha,·e the ablest and largest 
faculty that c0uld be empl~·ed; in short concentrate 
in this place every convenie~we and agency that any 
educational monopolist cou,kJ. desire ;-will it suffice 
for the State? Will it reach• out long arms of intl.u-
ence and draw in from the rernootest part of the State, 
those who are at en rnity again t aJl. higher education ? 
does it either through ignoranee or malice, or is seek-
ing a monopoly of the work of' education for the sake 
of its emoluments. 
B.OARD OF EDUCATION. 
BY PROF. H. GARST. 
The success of any institution of education i hy no Tha<t a, general Board of EdueaLion in the United 
means measured by the amount and perfection of it Brethren Chu,rch can erve a very important purpose 
agencies in the shape of endowment, bu,ildings, in harmoniiing, unifying, stimulaLin~ and dir0cting 
library or scientific requisites, but by the number bl1€ educational work of the Church th~re cau be 
and character of the men and women reached and little doubt.. ilad uch a board eomposed of liberal-
benefited by these agencies. The sum total of the m,inded ancl discreet men, been organized twenty-five 
differences of th(;l whole mentaI conciition of the years ago, when this work was iu its infancy, th 
yoo1ths received aud the men and women sent out, is Church would have be<::n spared the waste of uot a 
the only true measure of success of any educational little of her eue11gy, and her edu.cational work would 
theory, system, or agency. Thi sum tota1 is com- in all probability, be in a far more efficient and satis: 
posed of two factors; number of youths benefited, factory condition. It is, indeed, a matter of some 
and the amount benefit each one receives. Each surprise, as it certainly is of great gratification, that 
institution's great work is to encourage a limited this work ha~ been car.cied forward so successfully 
number of youths to its balls and increase this sum and that o much harmony and unity have been 
tJtal by the benefiting each one a much as poesible. maintained, notwithstanding the independent manner 
And any state, national or church theory or sys- in which our several institutions of !earning prang 
tern of' education that aims not to reach every haunt into existence and their essential isolation fro01 each 
of ignorance with its divine power, is to this extent other. \Ve may, perhaps, account for thi harmony 
and in this respect a failure. Iultiplication of edc:- and mutual good understanding by the fact that mo t 
cational institutions if at the cost of their complete- of our in titutionia< have been manned, in part at 
ness, is the only rational way to reach the great least, by graduate· from one or two of our oider 
masses; and not to reach the mas e, with the higher institutions. These older iu titutions have thus been 
as well as the l0wer forms of education is very great \ enabled to stamp their image upon the younger an<l 
failure. give shape anrl direction to the general educatioual 
There are hundreds and thousands of young men I work of the Church. 
and women in every 8tate, of the best native ability, A this work ha· enlarged however, the necessity 
who are at enmity with education. To reach these, for some general organization to serve as a bond of 
and develope their powers is the great problem in union and medium of conference has been felt mor~ 
higher education. Many of them are fair in the and more. Impres eel with this necessity several 
common branches, yet they arc again t true edu- educatoxs, among whom Dr. Thompson, Presideut of 
cutiou. They know not what education mea11s. Ottel'bei11 University, de~erves to be mentioned as 
More of these can never be reached by having fowel' chief, pl'ior to Lhe General Conference of 1873, set 
academies and colleges, however grandly they may about the work of devising a plan of or"anization for 
be endowed and equipped, and however many "mol'e a general board. The plau was sent to0 our different 
professors" they may have. "Concentration of men colleges and secured the signatures of mo t of the 
and money" for the educational purposes, however educational workers of the Church. It was forwarded 
'·bro~d their ra_nge''. would be, and ~owever much to th~ General Confe~·en~e in the form of a petition, 
supenor courses 111 history than "a \Villard Cou rse" prayrng for the organ1zat10n of a general board. As-
they could give, can never reach the mases. A few a matter of history we may state that the petition 
may have better fa'!ilities afforded them, but this is was referred by the General Conference to the Com~ 
not what even this elect few need the most. More mittee on Education in which it was con idered, and . 
untiring zeal, more "stitches in time," less waste of after considerable discu sion, and not without som;. 
tin1P Jill I t1it,nl f'nt•too -in f"nc.ih:,,nohlo fnllioc:! ONl o .f'o,...--- . rlotor rnin orl l\\'\nf\q!f ; r\n n ~lnnd•'9P ,...-l,.....,+r-,...1 ---.-.., .. :.J: _ _ 
of the thing that would be of more service to many for the organ 1zat1on of a ooar mst1nct from ad other 
students than "conoentration of men and money." boal'ds of the Church·. The opposition to this action, 
The cry for "more professors and fewer colleges," by some members of the committee, was so persistant, 
for "concentration of men and money" of the Church to use no stronger term, that, in due time, a sufficient 
01· State into one place, however, popular it may be number yielded to reverse this action of the eom-
just now,-is most absurd. It completely ig11ore mittee, and adopt a plan charging the Board of 
the plain fact that education must be aggressi,·e, that Tru tee of Union Biblical Seminary with the duties 
her agencies must reach the people. And to do thi. of a general Boa_nl of Education. In this form the 
there must be more, rather than less, colleges, if at report was submitted to the General Conference. A 
the expense of their completeness. \Ve need more motion was promptly maae to amend the report, so 
home, froutier and foreign mission stations of edu- as to provide for a separate board, which was adopted. 
cation, if we would accomplish anything against . fter this amendment the report, in justice, shoulrl 
ignorance and crime. have been 1·ecommitted, but the fact that a motion 
The U. B. Church bas in nine States a dozen to this effect wa voted down made it evident that the 
institutions of JeRming, called uuiver itie., colleges, subject could not receive the careful attention it mer-
academies, seminaries etc., worth, perhaps over a ited, aud it was thought be. t to let the matter rest. 
half rnilli:m dollars. Some short siohted critics have The board appointed consisted of the following 
been pleased to call a part or ;ti] of°these "one horse" persons: Rev. H. Garst, Rev. A. Biddle, Rev. L. 
ln ' titutions, amid most affecting lamentations that Da.vis, D. D., Rev. D. Kosht, Pres. L. H. Hammond, 
thi half million of dollars is not concentrated in one Pres. H. A. Thompson, D. D .• Rev. B. F: Booth, 
grand univer8ity, that would be sornethi11g. What Rev. Z. ,Varner, Pres. S. B. Allen, Rev. N. Castle, 
supreme folly! Not one of the,e dozen in titutions, Rev. J. Hill, Rev. D. Shuck, Rev. M. S. Drury, 
the strongest 01· the weakest, but that has a greater Rev. H. D. Healy and Rev. 'rV. Beauchamp, with. 
or less number of most promisin"' tuilent that nut the Board of Bi8hop ns members ex-~tficio. 
one of the other eleven could h~ve attracted to its The board organized with Rev. IL Garst as Pi:esi-
halls ;-yea some ot them would never hRve been dent, Rev. H. A. Thump on, D. D., as SeGretary, 
found in any other institution. An institution that and Rev. L. Davi , D. D., as Treasurer. 
c:1.n do a work that no other can do,-if thi work The fact that the report of the committee wa. 
be ever s0 humble, if only one immortal mind i amended at the la t moment, instituting a board 
liberated from the terrible bondage of ignorance-- uch as was not provided for by the committee leaves 
ha5 a divine right to be; and he who cries against it,. Lhe General Board with its duties not very clearly 
24 TI--IE OTTERBEIN DI.l\_L. 
•defitte8.,"and with 110 authority to provide ways and 
'means·'td carry for\ ard its work , The most, perhaps, 
'that tiie board can do ,vill be to mature a plan of 
·organization, with powers and duties defined, to ~e 
~resented to the next Genel'at Conference. 1'he 
'board, ·as no,v organized, is, indeed1 authorized to 
ire1~ort annually the condition of the educational ,vork 
·of the Church. ·With a view to such report cit·culars 
•o'f in•quiry wete eent to all our institutions of learning 
fo the spring of 1814, b the Secretary of the board. 
-So1'ne replied to the circulal's prompt! and fully, 
others tardily and meagerly1 while sorue did not reply 
'at all. Nothing but a very partial and unsatisfactory 
·report could have been made with the rlata furnished, 
!1.hd hence none was made, It ie intenrled soon to 
send out circulars of inquiry again1 and it is to lie 
hoped that our institutions will co-operate heartily 
with the board by re1?orti11g promptly and fully, so 
that the general cond1tio11 of the work may be spread 
before the Church ih the report of the board. 
It is also very deeh•able that there be a meeting of 
the board the cortling summer to perfect a plan of 
organiM.tiotl for the board, determine its sphere of 
operation and define its duties, as well as to con~ider 
other questions of importm1ee iu connection with the 
educational work of the Church . Such a meeting 
will be called, after conference as to the time and 
place most suitable and conveuient for such meetini{, 
so as to secure as full a 1·epresentation of the members 
of the board as possible. 
THE FORTRESSES OF THOUGHT. 
TW :T. A. WRU,ER. 
Ooe of the first things an invading army does 
after having iained a victory in the euemy's coun-
try is to build fortifications for defense and for a base 
of operations. The aggressive army may fail in its 
advaoce from this fortified position and be driveo 
back from the actiYe field with lo;:s, but beyond this 
the well disciplined ancl equipped army is not easily 
driven. The line of march through the country is 
marked by a line of fortifications. \Vithout these 
fortresses there can not be a permanent conquest of 
the couotry. The banner of victory may be un-
furled and the exultant shout may be raised on suc-
cessive battle-fields, but all will be tran ,ient wi Lhout 
places of retreat in time of adversity. 
,vhat fortresses are to an army, words are to 
thought. vVords are the fo~tifications in which are 
contained the products of thought. Here are col· 
lectecl, bouod together and labeled the truths which 
thought has discovered and needs for farther investi-
gations. Tim operations of the reasoning powers 
unaided by language must be flickering and of short 
duration.- The mental powers may explore un-
known fields and accumulate facts, but without a 
garner into which to gather the rich harvest all is in 
vain. ,vords themselves can not produce anything 
new; they are the means by which the mind con-
trols the vast productions of the. discursive faculty. 
Without language how deplorable would be the 
condition of the human family-rational beings 
living in intense agony with no words to .express a 
petition for mercy; living in need and no means of 
asking for help; glad hearts swelling with praises 
and no language to give them utterance. The Omni-
scient Creator has not placeJ us in such a disagreea-
ble condition. With the need of names there exists 
the power of naming No nation has ever risen so 
high in morality that it could not find language to 
express ideas of goodness. No one has fallen so low 
that it has not words to announce the low and gr0vel-
iug thoughts of the heart. 
Whatever may have been the origin of words, 
whether the gift of language was given to man in a 
perfectly developed system or in a crude state to be 
improved a,od developed by man in its application, 
it is certain that every nation and tribe possess words 
to express their thoughts. The savage tribes have 
language which has traces of a once purer vocabu-
lary of words. While they have become slaves to 
their passions and seek to satisfy the desires of the 
soul by feeding the baser era vings of their natures, 
they have lost the sweet words by which the tender 
emotions of the soul are expressed. The people 
whose motto is ever " Onward and Upward" are 
continually rejecting the lower and more vulgar 
words and improving those which carry with them 
ideas of goodness and express the finer feelings 
of man. Learn the words which an individual 
habitually uses and you can read his thought~. Deli-
cate and tender thoughts will always find suita-
ble words to exprel!!s them:;elves. The humble 
peasant in his cottage will al ways find words to indi-
cate gratiturle to his Maker; While the drunkard 
and gambler will have a vocabulary corresponding 
to their work in life. 
·words give the expre1111ion to the thoughts gener-
ated in the deep recesse11 of the heart. If the heart 
is pure we may expect to hear kind and cheering 
words. But water will not rise highe1· than ite foun-
tain!', so word will nut rise higher than the thought!! 
which prompt them, No one ouglit to complain 
because his character i inferred from the words 
whi.ch he employs in the expression of his sentiment!!. 
They tell at an unguarded moment the true condi-
tion of the mind. If a merchant hangs out his sign 
he mu·t expect those pas~iog to read it; so a man 
who uses words indicative of a corrupt heart must 
not complain when hi true character is read by his 
neighbors. If you desire to control your words 
control your thoughts. If you want intelligent 
words cultivate the intellectual part of our nature. 
If you wish always to use moral w~rds and be 
ranked among the good, cultivate and develop your 
moral nature. 
By obset·vation and reasoning philosophers dis-
cover the important laws of nature, but by words 
they do even more than this; by them th ey retain 
the discoveries and explain the theory to others. 
Kepler's laws were a great discovel'y, but without, 
words we would not be any wiser on account of the 
intellectual power of the discoverer. Without the 
existence and use of worr\s we would never have 
l1tmnl ur Llie rem;u11i11g of NewLu11 frn111 Ll1t, falliui, vi 
an apple, by which be disco,·ered the law of gravita-
tion. Words are the instrument by which thought 
is enabled to go forward in its mighty conque~t; 
without them thought must soon cca e from its ag· 
g ressive movement. In all the acquisi tions of 
thought word s follow up a11d secure what has been 
gainer!. Thought may tunnel the hill but word 
form the arched stone work which secures the pas-
sage. 
BIBLE WINE. 
DY REV, J. fl . MILLS. 
Some of the friends and advocates of temperance 
make a great mistake when they assume that two 
kinds of wine are nam ed in the Bible. This error is 
followed by the more injurious one of making this 
assumption the ground upou which total abstinence 
is defended. 
It is evident that the former error originated in 
the feeling that the Bible ought to pronounce a sen-
tence of t otal abstinence. We believe it does this, 
but not in the manner these zealous but unwise 
persons suppose. Their theory asserts that wherever 
the Bible refers to wine as iujuriou~, and its use is con-
demned it means fermented intoxicating wine. Aud 
wherever reference is made to wine with approval of 
its use, a, in the Lord':3 Supper or in Paul's advice to 
to Timothy, it means unfermented unintoxicatin_q wine. 
This assumption is false and as injurious to the 
cause of tcmpemnce as it is unjust to the Bible. 
Only one kind of wine is known in the Bible and that 
ferm ented and more or less intoxicating. This will 
be seen from the following considerations: 
1. The terms used in the original Scriptures will 
not consistently bear any other interpretation. This 
part of the question ought to be decided like all 
similar ones by an appeal to standard lexicons, and 
not by quoting lexicons made for the convenience of 
the theory they are desigoed to favor or to estab-
lish. 
2. The mauners and customs of the lands and 
tim es of the Hebrew people . as now taught by 
learned authorities, lead us to the conclusion that 
only one kind of wine is known in the Bible. 
3. If he Bible recognized two kinds of wiue it 
certainly would declare somewhere and someway 
that if a man use a particular kind of wine, he will be• 
come a drunkard and a castaway, but if he use the 
other kind only, it will not harm him. 
But as this distinction is uowhere made, we have 
reason to believe that no such discrimination existed 
until it was conceived in the brains of well-meaning, 
but unwisP, modern theorists. 
The editor of the Congregational Revi.ew, in writing 
upon this subject, says: "In these views we are 
thoroughly !lupported. If we mistake not, the Bibli-
cal scholarship of Andover, Princeton, Newton, Chi-
cago, New Haven, ae well as Smith's Bible Diction-
ary, and Kitt.o's Biblical Cyclopredia, is with us. 
One of the most learned and devout scholars of the 
country recently said to us: 'None but a third-"rate 
scholar ad0pts the view that the Bible describes two 
kinde of wine.'" 
Those friends of temperance who still teach the 
exploded theory of two kinds of Bible wines, aod 
re t upon this fallacy the cause of total ab tinence, 
are gu ilty of iufticting two great injuries, the one 
upon the Bible, the other upon the cause of temper-
ance. 
The Bible has frequently suffered harm by fallible 
men making it support a theory which they think i_t 
mwht to teach. In this case the theory (total abst1-
ne~ce) ie correct, but the manner of defending it 
from the Bible i~ ,vron~. For if one party may be 
allowed to pervert the obvious and plain meaning of 
the Bible to support a theory, all other parties have 
the same right, a11d the Bible at once ceases to be !he 
infallible creterion in matters of faith 01· anythmg 
else. 
The cause of temperance is injured by such a de-
fense. Every good cause suffers more or less, sooner 
or later, from a fallacious detenRE'. Suspicion is ex-
citerl that it can not be <lefended by sound argument. 
Fallacious defenses not only cast a uspicion upon 
the causes they are desig~1ed to defend, but they in-
jure b_v comp1,omising the force of sound argument8. 
] will show in a future article that there is a Bible 
ground upon which total uh tinence may be succes;;-
fully defenrled, without perverting the Bible, 01· 
iujudu~ Lite cau::ie uf lernpenun;e. 
THE "CALF" IN THE CHAPEL. 
BY D. N. llOW E. 
Well, John, 1 went to chureh to-cloy, the first for six weeks past; 
They've got that new machine of their• ngoing at full blast. 
That other one maUe rack enough for nny sober rniml, 
Dut this 'ere calf has lungs of brass, or else some tougher kind. 
I sat, expecting some great fuss, hut when it busted loose 
r hcro was no need for choir or song-it hrllowcd liko a moose. 
I never favored to li er one ne long ns it wns there, 
For it was got without my leave, agairn;t my wish nnd prayer, 
But we old folk~ are alwaye Jato nod out of fiuihion too, 
,vc'rc forced to yield to their vaiu taste~ and purchase ~mething uew , 
I 11evcr thought that Goel was pleased with worship of that sty le, 
And never '!-lfK-.:cted :mch wild tunes would bring down beaYcu's smile. 
Jn fact we had not much to say, the women bought that thing, 
And ever since (I knew it ne'er was mcaot) woUld taunting fling 
That cold, sarcastic phmso (sweet things) right square into our cars: 
11 .It cost yon nothing, so Irot not, <.lry up you1· mou11tain ten rs.'' 
Just'• if wo had no part nor lot ill that high house of God, 
Must listen to its ugly voice, be frightened when we nod; 
i\[ust hear them p1ny new-fangled ail'8-1 be sorry we had come; 
Sit, thinking of our downward growth and whnt was ne .. "'t to come. 
So, when its ltmgs grow weak and had not strength to swell and roar, 
Our preacher, dear, bethoughl himself in wonUcr~ by the score: 
11 " 'c mus t another have, u calf of Jarger, stronger kind, 
Because, as fashions come and go, we'U soon l>c Jeit behind." 
Connnenccm nt week was hurrying on, there ,vas but little Ume; 
I told them tbcu I ne'er wotilU give a cloJlar nor a di,uo. 
And how they got it I can't tell, - cost more tuao they could raise, 
They bought it ill on tick, I think, and turned it loose to graze. 
But I will watch that yet, and they'll be smart when I assist 
To pay with my bard eamiDgs few for such a sham as this. 
And [ suppose they'll make it incidental clrnrch expense, 
With oil and coal, which ne'er will bo di vine<! by rougher sense. 
Bt1t as I wns nhout to say, the music was quite gay; 
It 1, lcasecl all those who could not sing and those who bad to prny. 
But those who had an eye to praise felt no transporting joy; 
}cur bow can God be prai"<ld by JUan, and yet by such a toy? 
I dare not call it sacrilego, for better men than I 
Have hap1>y grown to hear it play, nncl thought that heaven was nigh. 
But how can we II wi1h spirit" grt,ve nnU II undel'slanding sing," 
Wbe11 we must follow with nil speed a brainles.,, hc.1rtless thing 'I 
Those good olcl tunes of sacred song aro now all laid aside 
For new ones silly, quick and last of quite n different stride. 
]3ut that II OJd Hundred" tune so grand, ,Yhich raised our souls aloft, 
'l'bey can't supplant, try as they will, with any qnick 01· soft. 
These two old hymns, 1 ' Amaz.inggracei'' ancl "Chargoto k.eepl have," 
Are never sung, except so fast tuey seem about to halve. 
They tnko delight, it seems, to vie in singing loud and fast, 
As if our God was deaf and dumh and angry at the last. 
I tell you, John, I don't believe tho Lord loves su h great show ; 
Ile lik s for us His lo,•c lo share, and aJI His paths to know, 
And has no use in His high realm for organs great or small, 
Nor wants a few to do the work, the rest sit 'ga-inst the wall. 
And John, when I pas.s through the vale, if I shoulcl go before, 
I'll welcome you with t'OCal song on that eternal shore. 
And as I lie in death's embrace, i( I can have my choice, 
Plny over me no circus airs nor rouse that c:a1Ps harsh voice. 
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MEM'.ORY'S PHASES. 
DY FLOY. 
Can it be that a hundred and forty-five 
Have left dear Otterbein's classic halls, 
And hal'e gone to labor for truth and right 
In the field of life where duty calls? 
Yes, it m uRt be so for each dear face 
In lllemory" s hall is carefully hung, 
Faces that time may furrow with care 
Yet to us will ever be fresh and young. 
How often they come in our musing hours 
To the tired heart that is sad and sore, 
To cheer and comfort with word and smile 
Just as they did in days of yore I 
Ahl they make us forget that years have gone 
And our band is scattered Car and wide; 
That some {rail barks are tempest tossed 
Ami left at the mercy of wave and tide. 
They make us forget that some dear ones 
Have gone with the boatman with muffled oar, 
Who watch and wait and beckon to us 
Almost in sight o.n the other shore. 
They make ns forget that teachers dear 
,vho bore with our follies and errors for years, 
Have grown feeble and bent by tho burden of time 
And their heads been touched by a frost which sears. 
But a group of fifteen fnces more 
Are just being hung in Memory's hall, 
\Vho our Alma Mater's blessing await 
E're they bid her adieu at duty's call. 
,v e shall eagerly watch our D1 A1.'s face 
For a word from the lo,·ed ones far away, 
And we trust the kindly call it gives 
Each absent one will gladly obey. 
BY a singular oversight-a hereditary disease in a 
printing office-the verses in the last 11u mber of the 
DIAL entitled Glimpses, were allowed to leap out of 
this department and land in rather dangerous prox-
imity to the railroad traiu tables. If '''60" will 
favor us again, we promise him a seat at his own 
board. 
TIIE Alum111 nave not responaea very ti'eeJy yet 
to the solicitation for matter for this department. It 
has not been found necessary to provide a waste 
basket, indeed just now a second hand paper mill 
· with certain accessorie. would be a much more useful 
piece of furniture. \Ve supposed in our ignorance 
of such matters that it would be necessary only to 
declare the columns open and they would at once be 
filled. w· e are charitable enough to rest the cause 
of this dearth of matter where charity is resting so 
many troubles-in the dullness of the money market 
and the general de pre ion of tt"ade, trusting that the 
trouble is of a no more chronic nature and need only 
be mentioned to effect a cure. 
THE "class letter" it seems is a creature of late 
birth in the graduating classes of Otterbein, and has 
heen received too with rather cautious favor: thus 
for, so far as known, but two classes have adopted it. 
The class letter is born, of course, of a desire on the 
part of the m~mbers of a class to follow in a measure 
e11ch other's fortunes after graJuation. It will be 
sufficient to explain briefly to those unacquainted 
with class letters that shortly after a class has sepa-
rated a member previously appointed writes a letter, 
usually limited to a half sheet or so of paper and 
confined chiefly to news of himself, this he sends to 
number two on the class Ji t who encloses a letter 
and sends both to number three, and so on till it 
reaches number one again, who replaces his old letter 
with a new one and starts it on the round again. 
The plan, unless greatly modified, of course is im-
practicable except in small classes, and the interest of 
the letter moreover is apt to be inversely as the size 
of the class. 
The plan is a good one but by the time allowance 
has bren made for friction, leakage, etc., not very 
much available power remains. lt can be made 
entirely succe sful on Ly When each member applies 
himself to his letter about as earne~tl and con 
scientiou ly as he did to his graduating theses. Even 
then, when it may be called a success, it is open to 
the objection that all the infommtion the letter con-
tained is confined to the class except as it may be 
retailed out to personal friends; and when most 
wanted for any particular purpose is least ea§lily 
attainable. Still, as long as the class letter is made 
interestiug to its contributors by reason of the infor-
mation it contains it is worth all it costs and ought 
not to be made the object of complaint. Whatever 
of complaint this note may contain would be dis 
claimed unless something else in some respects bette: 
cou ld be suggested in the place of the class letter, or 
at least ta accompany it. It is what is very common 
in many other colleges, viz.: a class secretary or his-
torian whose duty it is to collect, from whatever 
sources he may be able, information respecting the 
members of his class and to preserve it in suitable 
form for reference. 
He might be required to have his records or htstory 
printed biennially or triennially for distribution in 
the class, he ought at least each year to present a 
report of tho year's progress. It is very likely that 
this plan too is open to objections, but certainly if 
one person be held responsible for the work the 
results will be more reliable and more permanent than 
if the responsibility were shouldered by a ·' corn mittee 
of the whole." It is not too late yet by any means 
for several of the classes alrtlady graduated to make 
some such provision for preserving their hititory, and 
the classes that will graduate in the future should be 
looking forward that they may be ready to meet the 
question when it occur. The college is young yet, 
and we are not prepared to appreciate the value of 
historical records as we will be a quarter or half a 
century hence when they will be almost unattainable. 
PERSONALS. 
'59. MRs. RACTTEL B. CoRl\IANY sends a warm 
and substantial welcome to the DIAL from Hawkes 
ville, Ontario, a region where we would expect even 
welcomes, like the I 1rnes in M unchausen's horn, to 
remain frozen till warm weather. 
'60. l\fus. HARRrnT H. FRASER has been spend-
ing a week or two with her friends in Westerville. 
She is residing at Etna, 0. 
'65. E. B. KEPIIART, President of w·estern Col-
lege, has latPly been made the recipient of a horse 
and lmggy the gift of some friends of the College as 
\VP II '1Q of· t.hA Pt•l:)Qirlont -g-OCI nnt ntto,.J.v .. ;~, n ./'r.m 
Philips. 
'67. W. 0. HANBY is located at Osceola, 0., in 
the practice of medicine. He must seek recreatio11 
in invention, for we notice that he has recently pat-
ented a device for buggy shafts and another for 
executing criminals-not exactly a patent, but a sug-
gestion on the subject of hanging-not so cheerful 
but more necessary than the former-which he pre-
sented in an essay read before the Northwestern Ohio 
Medical Associatiou. The essay seem to have been 
highly commended, and its author was requested to 
pursue his investigations still further. 
'71. Mess ADA J. GurTNER is teaching in Colum-
bus, and studying German and Stenography in the 
Ohio Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
'72. JOHN 8EIERRTCK is spending the winter at 
Long111011t, Col., for the benefit of his health. A 
recent note from him states that he is enduring the 
climate there this winter tolerably well, probably 
much better than he w.ould the climate here. 
'74. A. L. DELONG, Superintendent of the 
schools of Antwerp, 0., has been asked to repre ent 
his county (Paulding) in the Republican State Con-
vention which meets in Columbw,, the 29th inst. 
'74. J. ,v. CLEMMER recently spent a day or two 
about town. In addition to the honor (mentioned 
last month) of being valedictorian of the class just 
graduated from Pulte Medical College, he was the 
winner of one of the valuable prizes offered for pro• 
ficiency in some department of medical science, and 
received the appointment of Medical Attendant in 
the Dispensary of the College. 
'74. F. 0. CLEllIMER (familiarly known among 
his old clas mates as Doc. Ginner) is also a graduate 
of Pulte Medical College, and with his brother is also 
Medical Atte11dant---of whom three are cho en each 
year- in the Dispensary where for a year they will 
fiave excellent opportunities for therapeutical and 
surgical practice. 
'74. D. L. FLICKINGER !ins entered college this 
term for the purpo e of reviewing ome of his studies 
in Latin, 
'74. C. A. BoWERSOX is Superintendent of the 
Edgerton, 0., schools, and last month receive<l the 
mantle of Probate Judge of Williams county. As 
he could not obtain a release from the schools, and 
both "irons" must be "hot," he was obliged to ap• 
point a deputy for "forge'' number two for a few 
weeks. 
'75. B. F. KmsTER has charge of the public 
schools of Lonaconing, Md. His commencement 
exercises occur March 3] st, at which time, he wi·ites,. 
he will be glad to board and lodge any alumnus who 
will lecture before the literary societies. The lecturer 
to deliver his address free and throw in his traveling is 
expenses. 
'75. H. A. FLCCKINGER is farming near Seven 
~file, 0., but what use he has for the new house, 
which we hear he is about to bwld, puzzles us to 
discover. 
'75. M. A. MESS is teacher of the Grammar 
school in the Brookville, Ind., Graded Schools, and 
instructor in German both in the schools and out. 
H~ is also President of the Brookv ille Reading Club, 
which seems to be the recognized authority of the 
county in literary matters, besides being connected 
with two or three other enterprises of minor import-
ance. On the whole as l\frs. Partington might say, 
Mike is rapidly gaining considerable influenza in the 
community. It may be news to some to know that 
Mr. ~less has set up his Peuates and has a fireside of 
his own. 
'7 5. J. A. .TARVIS is teaching m the district. 
immed iately west of town. . 
BUSINESS SERMON. 
I I. 
" ' 'rHAT NO MAN GO DEYOND, [OVER-REA€H'] A'.,Nll) DE--
FRAUD HIS DROTHER.'' 
No occupation can be called a legitimate business,. 
if it tends to destroy the comruunity, to disintegrate,. 
or to demoralize it. Real legitimatie business con-
duces tc, the prosperity of the community; and 
every oue engagea lD sucn ousmess 1s a usetul citi-
zen and a benefactor. But a,gambling establishment, 
or a drinking saloon we recognize as detrimental to 
society, as nuisances. It is not nuisances that I 
wish to di cuss now; but real legitimate business. 
We may consider it a general truth that a business 
man is an expert in his business; that i ,. he unde1·-
stands his business in :rll its departments;. he k11ows 
the value and quality of the articles he has to do 
with, and can, by a simple inspection of any article 
in his line, determine its value and quality better 
Lhan most persons not in the business can do after. 
the most exhau tive examination. Now when we 
go into it store or business l10use to deal, we place 
our interests necessarily somewhat in the power of 
the expert. ,v e are in a condition to be imposed 
upon, overreached, defrauded; and, likely, be none 
the wiser. 
.A.gain when we have been accustomed to deal with 
an expert, he soon comes to learn our caliber, as well as 
our wants; so that he can provide himself in advance 
with such articles, both in quality and quantity, ·as 
he knows will be sat! factory to us; or he can if J.e 
will, lay a trap for us, by which he may obtain an 
advantage over us. 
Now I insist upon it, that when we go to a bu iness 
man to trade with him, we are entitled to the use of 
( Continued on page 29. ). 
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WE have received during the month in ex-
change with the DIAL, the Atlanti,c lllonthly, th e 
J1i.~ i,ssippi Univei·sity Magazine, the Southern Ool-
legi,a,n, the Bates' Stndent, the Jewell, the Amherst 
Student, Qui Vive, University of Vermont TVin-
no wings, Ohio Educational llfonthly aad the !Iowa 
UtdverJity Reporter. 
Trrn Cleiorheteaus have passed the usual resolu-
tions of respect to the memory of two of their former 
memher , Mrs. Lida l\'l. i\l11Jer ancl .011ss c..;ora wester-
velt. Their hearts bear more eloquent testimony tiolan 
even their words of sorrow and their badges of mourn-
ing to the void their untimely departure has left. 
IT was solely at our request that our repre-
sentative at the Inter-Collegiate contest has 
furnished the DIAL copy of his orat ·on delivered 
on the recent occasion at S]Jringfield. The 
article referrerl to is "The Day of the Unknown 
a.ncl the Night of the Forgotten." 
AT the convention of the delegates to the state 
contest, Friday, February 11th, the question came 
up: "Shall • we introduce into our contests besides 
Oratory, Mathematics, Greek aad Latin?" The 
delegate considered the matter an important one and 
wi ely determined to postpone a decision in regard to 
it; at the same tim e requesting the various colleges 
to consider the matter carefully, and discuss it thor-
oughly. To this, as well as to all other que tio□ s 
there are two sides: and perhaps it would be we!I to 
have the proposition ventilated to same extent 
through the columns of the DrAL. 
·\VE are positive that we wro.-c even more cha-
grined than were our readers at the typographical 
errors that crept i.nto our January and February 
numbers. Such misprints'arc more evasive and 
elusive than the typical insect that annoye"d the 
. on of the Emerald Isle, and it is especially 
difficult if not impossible to entirely escape them 
in our situation, inasmuch as we are compelled 
to have our composing and press work done 
twel vc miles from home. \Ve herein bespeak 
veniality for any such interlopers as may show 
themscl ves in the present issue. 
President Tho:npso□ ha printed and laid on our 
table a "Bt·ief History of Otterbein University," 
prepared for that department of the Centennial 
Exhibition, at Philadelphia io which the leading 
collegiate institutions of the country are to be repre-
~ented. The "History" makes a nea.t pamphlet of 
twenty pages, and contains a dijest of the t.-ansac-
tions of the Trustees since the foundation, a descrip-
tion of the buildings with dates of their erection. an 
account of the dedication of the new central building, 
remarks on co-education, admission of colored stud-
I 
ents, the manual labor fanaticism, the scholarship diverted from it by some trifle, you may depend upo11 
plan, a list of the 'presidents, 'toster of societies, it, that person is frivolous and incapable of anythin6 
library statistics, yearly number of students, ancl a great." 
list of the mo t munificent donor to the endowm ent \Vithont this well defined habit of co□centration 
funds of the U niver ity. This is the first essay of thought in study there will be no system; but 
toward a systematic history of the in, tituti<m, the without systematic study, the scholar is never made. 
eventfu l years of whose exi1:1teoce would furnish data There must be system in bringing into use the mind's 
for very entertaining volumes. The future historian power; system in arranging the dep:ut1i1ents of the 
of the fir t century of O. U ,vill douhtle •s grate- studies pursued; system in assigning certain hour:,; 
fully acknowledge his iodebtness to the unpretending1 and periods to each; system in designing and 
pamphlet before us. : modeling what one has acquired; system in putting 
, it to practical use. This system will 1-ead us to begin 
Otterbein feels a just pride in the :;ttition of s0 '. at the proper place. "The beginning is half of the 
many of her sons aod daughters in the faculties of whole," is an apothegm as old as Hesiod. Then a 
our colleges a□d academies thronghout the church. logical order of studies will thus be secured, and thi f' 
'l'hey will show their fealty to a cherishing mother, if is of p:iramount importance. H erein will appear 
they will consider themselves, indivi<luallly., ap- the great advantage which those have who pur~u e 
p11inted agents for the DcAL. The duties -of thi. their studies in college, wh ere the ,mler of the studie~ 
agency wiJI cons ist not so much in oollectrng and for- is followed as laid dowu by the most experienced 
warding subscriptions, (though th-r service will be ed ucators of the age. It has been found that acer-
!'eceived with tha.111{s) a. 1n gathering local college tai11 succe sion of branches is logical and sure to pro-
news, re.ports of new methods, and projected improve- duce th-9 best and mo t speedy results. This order, 
men ts in the -coll ege work, and all inform ation that th~n, is adopted, and what so great folly as fo r a tyro to 
will give the Wf)rkl a co rrect idea of what the college attempt to improve his o,~n ca~e by changing arnl 
is doing. This will enable the conductors of the amending his course? Rather, let every one unfalter-
DrAL t<-1 give the paper a more cosmopolitan char- ingly pursue the well·tried roar!, the rega l way, and 
ited to the doings and thought of this one institutiou. 
We ,r ish it to be demonstrated that 
"No pent up Utica contracts our powers, 
Bnt the whole bonndless continent is ours." 
That was a handsome deed which was done by the 
students of all classes last week, in calling upon Mr. 
Jones, our late janitor, now incapacitated for duty, 
and in making the call an occasion for presenting 
him with a purse of some fifty dollars. To him, in 
his unfortunate couditio□, the gift was especially 
well-timed; aud the unexpectedness of it did not 
detract from the exceeding pleasure with which it 
was received. 
METHOD IN STUDY. 
The Greek orator and teacher of eloquence, 
Isocrates, wrote in letter;; of gold over the door of 
his school these words, "If thou love learning, thou 
shalt attain to much learning." We can have uo 
hope of a young person who assumes the task and 
name of student from parental compulsion or at 
solicitation of friends. He will make no earnest 
persevering effort, and while he can not pass through 
the schools without a gain, he will fail to secure such 
training as will answer the demands of the age. 
This love of learning, this thirst for knowledge is the 
open sesame to all the rich stores which the literature 
of the ages has brought us; without it, we grope a the 
bliod, and koow not the treasures that lie all ai-ound 
us and quite within our reach. 
This desire to know will lead the student to a habit 
of concentered thought than which nothing is more 
desirable, even more indispensable in the life be 
leads. The most violent beams of tbe solstitial sun 
fall upon the bared brow of the swarthy laborer with 
no apparent effect, except to contend with th~ zephyt 
for the mastery; but let us take the simple lens and 
with it concentrate a few rays upon the hardest of 
the black diamonds, and it will soon be reduced to 
cinder. This minors the truth that lurks in the 
advice given by Lord Chester.field to his on:-
" There is no suret· sign in the world of a little 
frivolous mind than to be thinking of one thing while 
one is doing another; for whatever is worth doing is 
worth thinking of while one is doing it. Whenever 
you find anybody incapable of attention to the same 
0'1ject for a quarter of an hour together, and easily 
1r,~,,., -.it..,·u-i1i·rQ =,~ 1::ra1c-. l.lc -«)\\ l "Ia--vc the J c \ie,\,t, t.\1n\, 
al ways comes from proper exercise of the mental pow• 
ers, in the discovery of truth, in the gra ping of new 
ideas, in the ri8ing of those emotions, whieh, like the 
glad "Eureka" of the inventor, are the springs of 
ecstatic jJy. 
Could all who toil in the schools pursue their work 
with love of learuiog, with defi11itrn 3ss of aim, with 
coucentration of thought, with adhesion to systematic 
study, these requisites at which we h:we desigued 
merely to hint, there would be great promise of the 
c ming of the reign of "sweetness and light.' 
More and more would mind gaiu control over matter; 
more uod more would intelligence and prosperity 
prevail to the utter overthrow of the powers of 
ignorance and prejudice, and .the golden era dawn , 
when 
'' Deserts will blossom, antl the barren sing; 
Justice and l\Jercy,-Holiness and Love 
Among the people walk; J\fossiai1 reign, 
And earth keep jubilee a thousand years." 
----+-- - ---
COLLEGE FINANCES. 
The new John Hopkins University, Baltimore, 
Md., has received $7,000,000 in donations with 
which to make a beginning io life; and yet the open. 
ing of its doors is delayed 011 account of a lack of 
funds in immediate reach. No part of the principal 
of the great endowment food is suffered to be used 
for building purposes or contingent expenses. The 
trustees are compelled to wait either for special dona . 
tions for buildings and general expense~, or for the 
accruing of sufficient sums from the income of the 
endowment. 
Harvard, Yale, Cornell , Vassar, and uumerou.~ 
others of the higher institutions of our land, are im-
mensely wealthy and yet all the while poverty-stricken. 
This is no paradox to the one who has eveo a sligh t 
acqua intance with the management aad workings of 
schools of this class. So wide is their reach, so ex-
tensive their ramifications, that no computable sum 
will suffice to liquidate all expenses that may be prop-
erly incurred io this gi-eat work. If the endowment 
fund should be found fully adequate to meet the 
present ordinary demand, what is to be said for the 
incidental, and the chemical, and the building and 
the lecture fund? But who ever heard of a college 
fund that was fully equal to the ordinary demands 
upon it? What boots it that the college has assets in 
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merchantable paper equal to the volume of its liabili-
ties? 'l'hese assets will be sure to shrink before they 
are turned into gold in the coffers of the bank; and 
the debts are just as certain to swell by accretions of 
interest, by the addition of the current expenses and 
by new ventures in expenditure for necessary equip-
ment for one departm ent and another; so that it must 
be unusually skilful financiering, such financiering as 
is rarely heard of eilher in college management or in 
business circles outside, that will "make ends meet." 
And this is not due to extravagance, or to want of 
skill in management, but is a result deducible from 
the well-known laws of political economy. We are 
led into this train of sombre reflections, by the recol-
lection that not long since, a reputable busine-s man, 
a man of wealth, an Ohioan, a member of the church 
whose we are, visited this institution with a view to as-
certain its financial standing, and hence to infer it~ 
need of assistance. A fair and unreserved exhibit of 
the assets ou the one side, and of the liabilities on the 
other, showed such a neat . balance on the credit side 
of the ledger that the conclusion was immediately 
reached that there wa no need of any more funds-
that we are in better condition than half the business 
men of the country, and that the great work of en-
lightening and culturing the race is completely pro-
vided for, and the only duty, of onr constituency is to 
stand by and sing, 
"Fly abroad, thou mighty Go pel ?" 
WHAT THEY SAY. 
Trrn O·rTERBEfN Dur. is the name of a journal 
that ha:; been recently established at Otterbein 
University W esterv ille, Ohio. One peculiarity 
about the 1D rAL is that it is "published by the 
faculty and students." Possessing such acl van-
tages as th e cordial support, pccu~1iary and 
otherwise, of the professors at Otterbem, 1t can-
not fail of success, and we predict for it a brilliant 
career.- oiithcrn Collegian, Washington and Lee 
Uioiversit'lj, Lexirigton, Va. 
Tm!: 0-rTERBECN DIAL is an eight-page monthly 
published at W ester ville, 0., under the auspices 
of the fa ulty and student s of Otterbein Uni ver-
sity. The first number _which a~pearccl last 
month is full of good thmgs ancl 1s fully the 
equal of the be t college perioclieals. The editor 
of the DIAL denounces the "marking system" 
and calls for "a thorough and rigid examination 
monthly and at the end of the term." He says 
that Prof. Goodwin, of Harvard College, boasts 
t.h11.t ho has not marked a recitation for years, and 
will never do so again. We have always opposed 
the marking syst m, as not only time-consuming, 
but as exceeding! y <lefecti ve as a record of s tand-
incr. lf it were an approximately accurate 
sy~tem the time consumed in following it would 
not be' well spent.-Prof. Henkle, in Ecfocational 
:Monthly. . . . 
"1'r is so neat and tnm that 1t makes me thmk 
of a rosv ch ild fresh from the bath-room, clressed 
in snO\VY white. After perusing it_ I fel~ as if I 
had stepped back on the wheels of tune eighteen 
or twenty years, and grasped the hands of the 
dear ones who then occupied those halls. ·well, 
dear fri end, a hearty welcome to our homc."-
Jfrs. Rachel Bowman Cormany. 
OHIO CENTENNIAL NOTES. 
A joint meeting of t~e various_ c?mmittees con-
cerned in the representat10'.l of Ol110 m the Centen-
nial Exhibition has been held in the office of the State 
School Commis ioner. 
There were present at this meeting Hon. T. )V'. 
Harvey, ilon. W. D. Henkle, Hon. E. E. ,vh,te, 
Supt. R. W. Steven on, John Hancock, D. F. De-
Wolf; Miss D. A. Lathrop, Prof. John Ogden, 
Presidents E. L. Tappan, W. H. Scott and H . A. 
Thompson. . 
As an important part of the work 1t was agreed to 
ask the General As embly for $7,500, the lowest 
amount with which we can hope to make a respect-
able showing at Philadelphia. 
It is <lesigned to prepare a work on " The History 
of Education in Ohio." Hon. T. W. Harvey and 
Hon. E. E. White will be general editors of this 
work. The following persons will prepare papers on 
the subjects connected with their names: 
Hiswry of School Legislation-Pressident E. T. 
Tappan and Hon. Harver Rice. 
I,istitute Work- Hon. 1. W. Harvey. 
Biogrriphical Sketches and Educational Periodicals-
Hon. W, D. Henkle. 
Graded Schools-Supt. R. W. Stevenson. 
Ungraded &lwolti-Supt. Alston Elli . 
State Association-Hon. E. E. White. 
Higher Education-President E. B. Andrews. 
Normal Sclwols-Miss D. A. Lathrop. 
Sch()()l Snpervisiun-Supt. John Hancock. 
High Schou/,s-Supt. D. L. De Wolf. 
President Thompson was authorized to correspond 
with text-book publishers and manufacturers of 
school furniture and apparatus with the purpose of 
procuring specimens for exhibition. Mr. A. 1'. Wil, s 
was appoiatecl to correspond with school authorities 
in regard to models, photugraphs and plans of school 
buildings. 
Schools of various grades are asked to present lo-
cal histories of' special size and shape. The hi:;to1 ies 
of colleges and academies will be bound in one vol-
ume, and tho e of the public schools in a separate 
volume. 
A school hou e of the olden time, and a modern 
country school house will be constructed and put on 
exhihition. 
Maps are i~ conr e of preparation after the man-
ner of the census maps, which will affi,r<l a repre-
sentation to the eye of the present condition of edu-
cation in Ohio. 
A circular will be issued in a few clays setting forth 
more at length the plans and arrangements agreed 
upon. 
-We are in receipt of a handsome copy of the 
Commissioners' pamphlet on "The Schools of Ohio 
itt the Centenuial Exposition," in which are set forth 
at length the correspondence and reports concerning 
this matter. l\1r. Smart is working very eamestly 
to scc1,1re a faithful representation of Ohio, and de-
serve the thank of all educators for the em:rgy 
which he is putting into this work. 
-An<l last but not least of all, parties who wish 
early to arrange for good board and lodging <luring 
their -tay at Philadelphia, will do well to put them-
selves in communication with Mrs. H. N. Goff, at 
2219 Bain bridge street. The residence is in direct 
communicati1>11 with the Exposition grounds, by street 
cars. None but tempP.rate people need apply. We 
are sure the terms will be as reasonable as elsewhere 
in the city, and a to the sterling worth of the hostess 
there can be no question. 
PUBLISHER'S DEPARTMENT. 
THE letters, with subscriptions, recei vcd by 
the publisher from some of the children of 0. U. 
who have now established homes for themselves 
in distant parts, are plea ant reading. To su ch 
visitors we can only say "come soon, come often." 
In looking over our old catalogues, we sec the 
names of many who should subscribe for the 
DIAL, but who have not yet clone so. The sub-
scription price is a trifle compared with the 
pleasant associations called up and revived by 
the perusal of one number. It may be that such 
have not seen the DIAL, or do not even know of 
its existence. 
We wish to give every one the opportunity to 
subscribe, for the active co-operation of all well-
wishers will be required to make our DrAL such 
a college paper as we would like to have it be. 
Friends, con icler yourselves i;:oliciting agents. 
Students, or others, desiring opics of the last 
number (February) to send as a specimen to 
persons likely to subscribe, can obtain them of 
the publisher. 
UNDERGRADUATES' DEPARTMENT. 
M. D. LONG, '76, 
J. M. BEVER, '76, 
EDITORS: 
CORA A. McFADDEN, '77, 
E, DALE WOODWARD, '76. 
THE ORATORICAL CONTEST. 
It was our plea ant privileg~ to be_pre~ent at t_he 
late Oratorical Contest l1eld at Spnngfield, Oh10, 
F ebruary 10th. We arrived 011 the scene of action 
just as the many whistles of the city an nounce<l the 
hour of noon. Many of the delegates from the vari-
ou institutions which compose the a,sociation were 
already present, and also most of the orators.. The 
contest was announoed for 7½ o'clock; but owmg to 
the tardine s of the audience in coming together the 
exercises did not begin till half an hour later. 
The audience was respectable, though not large for 
\lo city the size of Springfield; but it wa_s in general, 
appreciative. The exercise~ of ~he evenmg w~re en-
tertaining, the speeches berng mterspersed with ex-
cellent music. 
\Ve have not space for an outline of each oration, 
however interesting and in tructive it may be; but 
speaking generally, we will say that the orator all 
did well, and none of the colleges need be ashamed 
of their representatives. 
And the state too has ample reason to be proud of 
her colleges if yearly there are sent out into her pop-
ulation, persons as clear-headed, and well-cultured as 
tho e engaged in this intellectual combat. . 
The citizens of Springfield were eminently hosp1ta • 
ble, doing their utmost to make our star in t~eir vc1·y 
charming city pleasant and agreeable, for wluch they 
have om· thanks. 
Convention of the Ohio Oratorical Association. 
-The convention of the associ~tion met on the 
morning following the contest for the tr~nsaction of 
business. The young gentleman composrng the con-
vention were bright and intelligent in appearance, 
and showed well the character of our Ohio Colleges. 
Tne members displayed the usual tendencirs of Col-
legians for full discussion of questions, whether of 
little or great importance. The presentation of cre-
dentials showed twenty delegates, representing the 
nine colleges composing the association. The princi-
pal busine$S attended to, wa the revision of the con-
stitution, which called forth prolonged discussion of 
a number of tupics. Of the changes made, the most 
sensible was that requiring orations to be submitted 
to the Judges previous to the contest, without the 
names, or colleges of the writers. A motion to insti-
tute competilive examinations in Mathematics, Greek 
and Latin wa referred to the different colleges f~r dis-
cuss ion and instructiun as to advisability. The reports 
of retiring officers show the association to be in good 
condition, with interest increasing. 
The officers for the coming year were assigned as 
follow;:,. 
President ..................... Otterbein. 
Vice President .............. Antioch. 
Secretary ................... :.Oberlin. 
Treasurer .................. .. Western Reserve. 
The next convention and contest will be held at 
Oberlin. 
-Perhaps it might be in order to say a word with 
reference to the relative standing of Otterbein in 
comparison with the other colleges of the contest as-
sociation, judging from the performances of the ora-
tors at the Sprin!?field conte~t. ,v e think it may be justly said that our rep_resent-
ative, Mr. Long, stood high in the scale of ment. In 
oratory he excelled: and though he did not be~r. off 
the laurels, it must be remembered, that dec1s1ons 
given as hastily as was this o~?-where the _three ex-
cellencies, thought, compos1twn and delivery are 
graded upon at the same time-are not always apt to 
be entirely correct. ------
OTTERBEINIANIOULA. 
-The next lecture of the 0. U. L.A. will be de-
livered by Mnj. Gen. Kilpatrick, on the subject: 
"Sherman's l\:iarch to the Sea." This gentleman 
has a wide reputation as a_n or~to_r, an,l will give h~s 
hearers a sure treat. His brilliant army reco1·d 1s 
familiar to everyone who knows anything at all of 
the rebellion. The subject itself is one of thrilling 
interest. Let all attend and be enlivened with a 
spark of that fire which created such consternation in 
secession ranks. 
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-It is said that a model man is 23 years old, five 
feet and nine inches high and weigh 14 pounds. 
-E. L. Shuey, '77, was summoned home to attend 
the funeral services of a near relative. 
-L. 0. Miller, '78, has return~d to his home in 
Marion, expecting soon to go into business for him elf. 
-Dr. J. W. Clemmer, '74, was in town last week 
spending a few days with his old friends. He will 
remain in Cinr-innati during this year. 
-Flickinger, '74, has 1·eturned to his "Alma 
Mater," expecting now to finish the cla ical course. 
"As we grow older, we grow wiser." 
-Wein: er, '78, has returned to his school duties, 
having been su<ldenly called home to attend the 
burial of his father. 
-A. J. \Vagner, '75, we understand, intends to 
return and enter the University in the spring term, 
for the purpo e of taking the classical course. 
-E. S. Lorenz, '77, spent one day of last week 
at 0. U. He is now attending the Musical Academy 
at Xenia. Hopes to return to the University in 
the fall. 
-"We have just laid in a full supply of per-
fumery" advertises a druggist. ~ay we not sug~est 
that that is rather an expensive way of makrng 
----- --- --o - .. ... ... 
-A small-pox flag found its way a few nights ago 
to the top of a tree, which stanrls near the gate of 
the Ladies' Hall. It is rumored that the steward had 
to climb the tree twica on account of that flag. 
- vVe have received one thousand circulars, which 
announce Gen. Kilpatrick on the evening of the 1st. 
Everybody should hear his lecture entitled "Sher-
man's March to the Sea." 
-A reader wishes to know through the DIAL how 
long hickory wood should be cut before it is used. 
We reply that it depends entirely upon the length of 
the stove. Three feet will do. 
-Is it true that Dr. Custer has a remedy for 
coughing in church? If so let us have it at once, for 
the people are becoming tired of being annoyed, and 
seeing their minister worried by those who fo1·get to 
.keep their mouths shut and their ears open. 
-·Willie had been reading in atural History. At 
length he looked up at his father and asked, "Papa. 
why do whales go down so deep in the ocean?" "Oh, 
for divers reasons," was the answer. "Well, but 
Pa," returned \Villie, "why does it come up to the 
top so soon?" "Why, my son, for sun-dry reasons," 
retumed the learned father. 
-It is astonishing to find healthy young men leav-
ing a good boardiug house, and living on bread and 
water just to give a poor tired man plenty of breath-
ing room. 
-" Senior Prep." asks, if the dietetic character of 
man is frugivorous. We would say that this cannot 
be answered by yes or no. If the propounder will 
closely examine his own masticatory mechanism he 
will find it equally adapted to diverse kinds of food. 
Some men have restricted themselves to flesh only as 
an article of diet, and have become wolves; others 
use fruit exclusively, and generally become apes. 
-St. Valentine visited the Ladies' Hall on the 
night of the 14th of February. In the morning we 
were amazed to see "strange faces" arrayed half way 
round the building. Of course some vile boy had to 
bear the blame ; but to say that rnmebody came 
around, daubing his brush over wall and window, 
without the knowledge of the inmates, is in the 
language of apother, "too thin.". · 
-: . ' 
-When we ride or drive over a bridge we are 
always instructed to "keep to the right," hut as soon 
as we get upon the street we forget the requisition. It 
is astonishing how much custom may obscure good 
manners as well as common sense. When a lady 
and gentleman walk the street side by side, the former 
should always take the right and latter the left side, 
without regard to inside or outside of the walk. In 
this way a1l confusion in pa ing is prevented by 
keeping to the right. Indeed there can be no want 
of good manners more marked than to prefer the 
ladies' side of the walk when passing a lady and her 
consort. 
.. 
-A new irlea of compensation-taking the money 
received for the licenses of liquor dealers, and using 
it to build a state asylum for inebriates. It come~ 
from Minnesota. 
-The young gentleman who accidentally (?) over-
looked a young lad) as she w11 leavinJ.!: the chapel one 
evening, and aiu to her, " \Ye walk together some· 
times during the day; guti s we may as well walk 
to~ether at night"-took her to the last lecture. 
-It is too bad when a young man will st·1y with 
his sweetheart in a cli tant city; then hurry to Wes-
terville just in time to take dearest No. 2 to a lecture 
without giviug her the alloted two hours to arrange 
pin , ribbons, <lre es, tie , etc. 
-The Springfield Transcript ~peaks of the orator-
ical contest as "a game of gab. It commend the 
orators in a learned manner, saying that one "stood 
easy on his pins," another "wore pants not exactly 
black," etc. No doubt the 'l'rans<Yript man has been 
a scholar in his day. 
-It has been suggested that if our butchers would 
cover their meat when they sweep, we could get more 
that is really meat for rt certain amount of money 
than we now can. Some of our clubs we understand 
are deciding to do their own killing hereafter. 
-Why is it that some people are always in a huny 
tn J,.,.,vP t.hP _,.h11,•r,Jh nftp,· b•Prvi!J~ /1.rP. over?. It dot) 
seem sometimes t iat tnc eneuICtIOn 1s a signal tor 
drawing on over, hoes and preparing hats and over-
coats for a speedy exit. Would it not be equally 
reverential to wait till after the "Amen" before we 
prepare for the street ? 
-A certain Junior after an unsuccessful effort to 
devise a plan by means of which he might vi it his 
fair one alone, gave vent to hi feeling in the e 
words. "Idalia Cottage is a mighty nice place to 
call, but affairs are decidedly too" Loose" around 
there during term time to suit me." 
-A Sophomore, on Saturday Eve, becoming very 
enthusiastic over the auroral lights, started for the 
we t pai-t of town, for the purpose, as he said, "to 
get a better view of the thing." Not returning until 
the "wee small hours of the night," he was questioned 
by his comrades as to his investigations. No further 
information could they obtain from l1im than that 
he had not all the time been exposed to the night 
air, and bad been taking a long and parting look at 
the Aurora Bu-re-alice. 
-The present Senior c]a5s is 347 years old, 85 ft. 
11 in. in height, and weighs 2,217 pounds. Is it 
strange that the College is unusually prosperous with 
such a venerable, high, and weighty column at it 
head? The class numbers fifteen. The average age 
therefore is 23 years, 1 mouth and 18 days. The 
average height 5 feet 8H inches. The average 
weight 147; pounds. The tallest is six feet and 
three inches, the shortest five feet and three inches. 
-Asa kind of supplement to the above statistics of 
the senior class we insert the following matrimonial 
prospects: 
Three are already married, and thus are free from 
many of tbo3e petty rivalries which sometimes distin-
guish the unmarried. 
Acconling to the latest reports, six are engaged, 
and consequently will doubtless take unto themselves 
the other half at no very distant day. Three have 
fair prospects of future bliss. The ca e of two are 
doubtful, and one utterly hopeless. 
-The following scrap of conversation will show to 
advantage a young rhetorician's powers of expression: 
Prin. Mr. --, analyze the theme manliness into 
attributes of q,uality. 
Mr. --· . .Manliness con i ts in being generous, 
brave, civil, and -- ·-. ' 
Prin. Just. what do you mean by ''civiH" 
Mr. -. \,Veil, I mean -- eh -- ah -- I 
mean -- you know what I mean. 
-That was decidedly a generous hearted "Prep." 
who had divided a luscious orange between his sweet-
heart and htir mother, and being advised at the time 
not to be so free with hi fruit, or he would rob him-
self, replied, "Oh, no, than kee ! take a whole half, 
each of you! It does me good to see you eat and 
enjoy it so well-and be ides, it ain't robbin' myself, 
neither, for I have got three more in my coat-tail 
pocket!" 
BUSINESS COLUMN. 
Nom1Ar, ScuooLS.-There be so-called Normal {Jclwols, 
which are not no1'mal at all, but the "Central 0h_i<? Nor-
mal i::lchool," at Worthington, under the SUJ?erv1~10n of 
Prof. John Ogden, we belie,·e to be a gen'!-'rne. or~al 
School. We have been there to see, and seeing 1s belle,-
i11g. Mr. Ogden's high concep!ions of his cal!ing would 
not aliow him tu make it anythrng else under its present 
name. He is a Cbrietia!1 gentleman, thoroughly compe-
tent for hit1 work, and Will do exactly what h~ says. ~le 
proposes to teach how to teach .. If )'.~u de~1re such m-
struction, try him. Abov~ all thmgR, 11 you mtcn~ to be 
a fir t-class teacher of children, spend as much tune as 
you can in Mrs. Ogden's Kindergarten. 
"GETTING oN TN TTIE WoaLD."-This boo,k and "To,ld's 
fltudent's Manual," are the books ev~ry rolle~e student 
should Jrnve. A notice of the former 1s found m another 
rolumn. It is worth ten times its cost,. and _can be hftd 
by clPnying yourself a Iew eigars. It giYes JUSt them: 
formation you want to know. Look at the ,,c?.nten~s • 
"8uc<'ess anrl Failure" "Good and Bad Luck, Cl~o1ce 
of a Profession " "Physiral Culture," "Oneness of A1_m," 
"8elf-Reliance'." "Originality," "A ttE>ntion ,~0
11 
Detl!-11s," 
"Practical 'falents," "Deci ·ion," "M~nncrs, Bm:ane~~ 
Habits," " 'elf-advertising," "The"\\_ ill ~~~. the Wa)'., 
"Reserved Power" "Economy of Time, Money, its 
Use and Abuse" .', Mercantile Failures," "Overwork and 
Under-rest," "'True and False Success." All for $2.25. 
Buy a copy-a perfect treasure. 
lRoN BuGGIES.-Those who do not expect to Yi6it the 
Centennial shoulll at once take measureo lo provi<le lhem-
elves with a good iron bug_gy, such as is sold by the 
"Iron Buggy Co., 180 orth High St.," a pi~ture. of which 
may be seen in another colunm. You will find at the 
office Mr. H.K. Fnller, a former student of the Univer-
sity, and he will take pleasnre in showing you about the 
establishment, anti for $85 or $!JO will present you the 
kind of buggy you need. If you prefer l!- c~ver~d buggr, 
you can have it for $1.50. Clergymen w1ll Jind 1t to their 
interest to call and see these bu!(gies. 
MR. A. D. BULEN, who appeared in our last issue as wen 
as in this, knows the ,·alue of printers' ink. He not only 
believes a man must keep goo l articles, but the pe?ple 
must know where to find J1im. Ile will sell you a Piano 
or Orgim at your own price. If greenbacks are a little 
scarce, you need not go away unprovided for. If yon 
have more money than usual, you can have the wort!~ of 
your money. A m_usicnl instrument i_s a family neces~1ty, 
and should be put mto our expense h ·t. Mr. Bui en was 
a former student of the University, and will welcom"- all 
our teachers to his rooms at 105~ 8outh High St. 
"\Vn,soN, HINKLll & Co. are the most successful School 
Book publishers in the West. Tl1ey have secured the 
best authors Ohio can furnish to write for them. They 
use the best of paper, excellent type, and in mechanical 
execution each book '' is a thing of beauty." '.!'hey are 
straight-forwnrd business men of Christian charaeter, 
with whom it is n pleasure to deal. "\Ve know of no place 
where you can buy better books or buy to a better advan-
tage. Try them, and you will endorse our statement. 
PooR MA N's ScrrooL-Ro<•M. - ·webster's Unabridged 
Dictionary, (containing 3000 illustrations, ) has bE>en said 
to be the "Poor Man's School-room." It contains nil that 
is necessary to a first-rlass elementary educatlon,-Gram-
mar, History, Clas ics, Mnthematics, Geography, Astrono-
my, and in fact nothing is wanting to make it n perf~ct 
Encyclopedia of information. V book that every family 
should have as it contains illustrated definitions, thus 
appealing to 'the understanding through that swift medi-
um, the eye.-Morgan Mercu:r1J. 
GEo. H. Twiss, agent for Appleton & Co.'s, publications 
and J. II. SAMPSON, Ohio agent for A. S. Bames & Co., 
can both be found in the New City Hall building with 
nicely fitted rooms and books in abundance, where they 
will be glad to welcome. all lite)·ary ge!1tlemen who have 
a leisure hour to spend m the city. We congratulate the 
men who represent such stand1n-d p_ublish!ng bo~ses, and 
we especially congratulate the houses m hnvrng such 
_gentlemanly agents to represent them. Call and see 
them. 
Westerville Real Estate for Sale. 
A VERY FINE BRICK RESIDENCE, with ten • rooms, good cellar, well and cistern, wood-house, 
and all necessary out-buildings attached. This property 
is very desirable, and will be sold very low for good pay. 
Any of our friends having a family to educnte, and 
wishing to locate in a healthy, flourishing Temperance 
town, would do well to call and see the above dtiscribed 
residence and this beautiful town before purchasing else-
where. Address WM. HANBY, 
mar-3m Real Estnte Agent, Westerville, 0. 
., 
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BUSINESS SERMON. 
Continued from page 15. 
all his skill.and foresight in the direction of our pur-
chase. We pay him an advance upon the cost to 
him of the articles, sufficient to return him a reason-
able iotere ton the investment, and also to pay him 
rea onably for the use of his sk ill and foresight. If, 
instead of g iving me the benefit of that skill, he 
springs his trap, and puts upon me articles I do not 
want, or at uoreasooable prices, I am doubly 
wronged, I am defrauded. 
are willing their Jives of unselfish devotion to mankind 
should remain unwritten. How little avails the knowl-
edge of deeds reflected through the cold light of appear· 
ancesl 
and when, as frequently happens, they fall into the 
hands of the Philistines, and are fleeced, we are apt 
to forget our neighborly i,ympathy, and rejoice at 
their discomfiture. A mistake may make the history of a life, though it may Jiave been a life of purest principles, a life that ends 
not. with three score and ten, hut lives on, and on. If 
one examine his own history he will find that the great 
battles, the turning-points, the triumphs of pas!lions or 
principle are known to himself, while thE\ cold formal 
acts, the effect of tlw~e confliC'ts between selfishness and 
benevolence are known to his neighbor. True, we may 
reason from these acts to certain condition:i of life, but 
the real emotions of that soul as it lies vanqui hed before 
it ·elf or rises in conscious dignity above sensuality, is 
known only to the Omniscient. Days of pure joy o'er 
late t victories, then vain regrets for baffled hopes. But 
re~rets soon nre buried in the buoyant nature; regrets, 
that. like timid night-moth, only venture out when dark-
ness· comes, and at the first ray of sun-light, fold their 
wings and die. Like stone after stone makes the build-
ing, so these forgotten thoughts and aspirations mak'. the 
complete man. Then what a mystery is man himself! 
Dim likeness of Omnipotence. Built of silent. medita-
tions from nothing, half way to God's throne. \Vhen we 
sturly the history ,~f those who once lived, we shudder at 
the thought of what we may be. In the mithsonian 
Institute at Washin11:ton, reclining upon her knees, as if 
oppre sed by centuriel:l. is the form of a once b autiful 
womnn. It has yet a shade of grace, though marred and 
blackened by a frightful death and burial for eighteen 
hundred years. It is a borly exhumed from the ruins of 
Herculaneum. Visitors give it a glance, and pass on. 
But ah! there can more than dead facts of history be 
learned from ibis. We do not attempt to look into the 
holy of holies of the stone heart, or que lion the spirit 
that is somewher else; but we instinctively wonder 
whether we shall serve to satisfy the r.urious gaze of now 
unknown nations. Bnt a short distance from the ruined 
city lived and died another, whose body, less ambitious, 
Ilere is the point. The sale man in our city 
houses considers it his business to get off all the 
goods he can, and in many houses, at as high figures 
as he can ; and any device, an v trap he can et, he 
hesitate not to adopt, which be thinks will farther 
his end. Among these traps, "Great Bargains," 
con titute a considerable part. 
To many people, (not the wisest of mankind by 
any mc:rns,) the smooth, polite, attentive, salesman 
is an irresistible attrnction. His urbanity is very 
pleasing to us, and it is not surprising that so many 
of us di like so much to di appoint the hope- of so 
agreeable a friend, that we will rather go out of our 
way to meet his expectation . And many of us, not 
seeing the art which underlies all this polish, suffer 
ourselves to be persuaded to buy many thiug we did 
not de ign and can ill afford to buy, and sometimes 
at too higl~ a price. 
• uppose we go now to our neighbor's establishment. 
How much we miss that as~iduous politeness, that 
eagerness to antioipa.te our wants. Are you offended 
at this want of officious zeal? Consider a moment. 
Thi dealer is alsoourneighbor. He mu t meet us very 
much as he meets us in society, elsewhere, on terms 
of equality. He ca11 not put on those salesman airs 
without laying aside his manhood; and you yourself 
would be the first to scout at his affectation. 
Our neighborhood business men, then, can not put 
on the arts of the city salesman. How will he make 
good to us this lack of polite deference? Obviously, 
abundantly, overwhelmin gly, by a sincere, neigh-
borly re,;ard to our interests. This, as I have said, 
we have a right to claim at their hands; and, as 
neighbors, it seems to me to be reasonable to expect 
it. And if we, as cifo:ens of thi:, community, are 
wise and attentive to our own intere t, we shall stand 
by our business men, while this is their attitude 
towards us. I am fain to believe that our neighbor-
l1ood business men feel thus toward us; at least as 
far as our treatment of them will permit. 
Still I would not say that all city dealers are 
jockeys; nor that all jockeys are in the cities. I am 
sure there are as fair dealers in our metropolis as can 
be found anywhere; and as occasions arise, we like to 
fiod our wav to their places of business. ,v e may at 
times serve ·our real inLerests by keeping up our busi-
ness relations with them. 
But it will remain lrue, that in general, and in 
most cases, the neighborly claim will be admitted. 
The intelligent trader, mechanic, farmer, laborer, 
under tand his interest too well to alienate those to 
whom he is to look as his permanent source of income; 
and this consideration, added to that of the common 
interests, namely that there i, to so great a degree an 
indentity ·of interest between the parties will, in 
most cases, make neighborhood dealings more profit-
able thau a like amount of transactions carried on in 
the city. J. H. 
The Day of the Unknown and the Night of the 
Forgotten. 
Wrapped in the dark ages of history lie many deeds 
of unknown heroes. Fl,:dcd in the mists that have p:ath-
erc<l round days past are events no lonl!:er re<'ognized in 
the world of b11qy facts. Burie-:1 in the unknown are 
acts and thoughts of immortal splendor. Shrouded in 
the night of the forgotten, are lives of sacri(i<'e of hi<>hest 
worth. The mv,,tt>rious anrl vague fill the realms of. the 
real and the iinaginerl. Half the aC'tual o curences of 
every-day life are veiled to the comprehension. The de-
parting century has brought to us many uew facts, yet 
tho futme seems as big with unct'rtainty as before. 
Eternity encircles us round; a bound, a limit, to our 
gaze. It is a sphere rolling in an orbit measureless, that 
touches ours. As a p reface to history, we have first of 
all, "In the beginning God created." '.!.'hi stands alone, 
a solitary truth, amid the vagnene s of eternity. Now 
anrl then, in the history of our race, a fact is seized and 
made a pillr.r of; and from one to another o[ these arc 
laitl the connections upon which is built the whole struc-
tnre oi what we know, while below rolls the tide of the 
forgotten. 
Behind us rise, far in the distant past, the rnorning 
stars nnd exulting shout-songs of triumph o'er the con-
quered past. Their antecedents in the va t abyss hold 
fast in mystery profound the treasure of the still un-
known. We, as it is, can only peep from one corner of 
our intellectual eyes. If the vai l were lifted, we would 
see in the soil beneath us the bodies of our fathers. \Ve 
would recognize the gradual decay, while, like the coral's 
growth, from above existence drink in new life. 
Thebes, with its hundred gates, and Babylon, w:th its 
hanging gardens, point to eras in history; but the pomp 
of a nation's grandeur is not that from which we learn to 
live. There i · in the mind of every one a dread of being 
forgotten. We are constantly in the hope that we shall 
live in the memories of those about u long after we have 
disappeared from among men. Yet how soon we are 
forgotten! "All that tread the p:lobe are but a handful 
to the tribes that slumber in its bosom." Yet who are 
the s'umherers? Does it satisfy to say Greece, Rome, 
Carthage? 
Ah! the individual beings of that" innumerable cara-
van!" '.!.'her who, after weary lives, have "laid them 
down in their last sleep. "The long train of ages" bas 
glided into eternity, and the night o[ the forgotten rolls 
u I:J {1 uu1 tl1u die,lauC. pc.u,t a1nl t:uvta :::s aJI. Tia"' :::st:ll·tlt:uylug 
acts of heroes-heroes, although their deeds were never 
known-the ambitions of the ambitions, the pomp of 
kings, and all the petty passions, are, with their po ses-
so1·s, veiled in eternal forgetfulness. The hopes and 
aspirations of panting worlds of men have died, and the 
bleitk winds of ages blow melancholy through the gaps 
in thought's economy. How small the sphere of the 
known! How vast the day of the mystical! \Ve can 
but glance to the right or left, and our vi. ion overleaps 
the narrow limits of the former and is lost in the pathless 
void of the latter. The sun of positive reality shoots far 
into the bosom of dim night a glimmering dawu, only to 
prove by the spectral ghosts of things obscure, that there 
1s a world unknown, while behind floa ts astonishingly 
near, the night of the forgotten. As bodies grow more 
ponderous, 1·obbed of life, so this dead darkness weighs 
in Rullen gravity to life's dull past. It seems to ci rcum-
scribe, even to uivide our mental field. We ponder o'er 
it till the heaven of the soul is hung with blacknes . We 
forget the full. round globe, and the earth seems but a 
poor half world that swings uneasr on its axis and tries 
and perplexes UR with the things 1t makes to move in 
irregular and sudden changes along the vault of life and 
thought. 
So again we may fiod it good for our interests, not 
to place too much weight upon the neighborly claim-
estimates of the home dealer. There are men who 
will overreach their neighbors; take advantage of 
their ignorance, or their necessities; and make their 
neighborly claim a trap and a snare. The best we 
can do in that case, is to shun entirely if pos ible, 
any oue who repudiates his neighborly duties, until 
he repents or leaves. 
It must be acknowledged also that there is among 
The noblest deeds are never sun)?. The diamond maf. 
lie for ages in ihe black earth, but it is a diamond stil . 
It may, when brougnt to light, serve only to sa,·e a bun-
buyers a class of persons \\lho are cursed with covet- gry beggar from starvation, yet it shines none the less 
b h • brightly. Genius, that might have stood equal to the ousness; to whom the statement t at t e pnce named highest, may, for humanity's sake, !iv and die unknown, 
is the lowest at which the article can be afforded, i yet it is. highest genius. the ~ame; and the attractive 
f fl. t a stimulus to greater efforts to I grace shmes out the rndre brightly from the dull and o no e ec, save as ' common. All honor to Luther and \Vesley. Honor to 
buy below price. These are tl1e bargain seekers; those whose deeds are extolled; and honor to those who 
f II into its mother's lap, and was hut earth again. But 
thou, ambitious dust, boldest happier rank among the sons 
of men, or is it happier rank, 0 ancient, so long robbed 
of thy true destiny and thy home? 
Our lives teem with events, yet when we are gone the 
victorious cheer of new generations will resound over our 
forgotten grave~. Our substance may serve to round the 
form of s me distant youth who'll think his all him1=<elf; 
and we forget that we have borrowed the bodies of the 
aborigines and pill!rim to fuse into our own. Aye, only 
borrowed, for old earth is jealous of her own. 
"Dim pa t ! the chains that hold to thee thy secrets 
are strong as Orion's bands." 
The idea of an immeasurable boundless time has been 
an untlertone of the human spirit since the beginning. 
Ilow could it be otherwise? '!'he soul was ever immor-
tal, and the impulse of its nature breathes after the In-
finite. This intuitive belief stands as a pillar of light. 
In the gray twilight of a world's morninp: it. only makes 
the clouds upon the horizon seem more dark, but in its 
ever widening circles makes the unknown future an in-
tensely interesting and not a dread anticipation. 'l'he 
mind may sound everything on earth, and not he satis-
fied. The deep profound of its nature can only gaze 
expectingly on the vast unknown. 
The soul, in its efforts to grasp the eternity of thought, 
exclaims with Cato, "Thou pleasing, drendful thought, 
through what variety of untried being, through what 
new scene and changes must we pass! \Vhen? where?" 
And thi deathless something looks foqvard to assert its 
claims to immortality and its alliance with the infinite. 
It shows no affinity with known changefulness; it shows 
no disposition to shoot out tendrils into barren wol"ld-soil, 
bnt would fain reach out its long arm to the unseen, 
which it recognizes immortal 1ike itsel!. And what is 
man without this absorbing desire and ex1 ectation for 
the novel unknown. aught but the foot-ball of destiny, 
with no tic linking infinity to the wondrous immortality 
that began with him. In the fading light of what appears 
the ending present, yon reach your supplicating hands 
toward the opening future. Baflled hopes now dim in 
the light of infinite longin~s. The mantle of the "Ever-
more" bangs o'er the slop111g verp:e toward you, and the 
breath of its waving fringe is like a ga le from EdP.n. 
oP is the door into futurity alone entered by the intel-
lect. The mind fails i11 its embrace of time. The heart 
is the 'only measure of infinitude. The mind tires, wor-
ried by its flight into the vast hereafter; but love soars 
round the throne of the Highest with ever increasing 
strength. The spirit looks proudly to that unknown to 
be unveiled, waiti11g to catch immortal inspiration from 
its startling truths, ·or 
"Dip Its hand in colo,'• native well, 
Auel on the everlRating canvas.~ dnsll 
l•"igurcs of glory, imngery divine, 
With grn~-c nncl grandeur in perfection knit." 
The change of death is not to be shunned as it opens 
on the long-looked for unknown. When the fullness of 
time is come and the tomb has closed its marble jaws 
upon me, let no dirge be sounded, let no m•ffied bell toll 
with measured sob; but let bells ring glad concord with 
the triumphant hallelujahs of mankind, while the fare-
well lingering along the valleys of the known is sounded 
the welcome among the sunny hills of the then. When 
the sombre vistas between suns and nebulae open to the 
gaze of men, and the vast void gathers itself, contra tecl 
to our expanding sense, and the mornini{ stars .again 
break ihe silence with their songs of joy-we shall know. 
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UHLMAN & GLOrK, 
(Successors to Fred. Uhlman,) 
Booksellers and. Stationers, 
Deniers in nil kinds or English and German 
:Books, :E>eriod.ioal.s. 
WALL PAPER, PICTURE F1tAl\1ES, 
Holland's Gold P t'ns, 
Artists' Colors, Brushes, etc. 
No. 218 South High St., 
mar--Om COLUMBUS, O. 
WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED 
FOR THE SCHOOL ROOM. 
3000 Engravings 1840 Pae;es Quar10, Price $12, 
FOUR PAGES COLORED PLATES 
No Teacher can alford to bo ,,-lthont It. 
State Superintendent.s of Public Instruction, or cor-
responding officer, in nearly every Stnto, have recom-
mended ,v,-:BSTRR'S DICTIONARY in the strongest 
t rms. Among them nre thoi;;e of Eastern , orthcrn, 
Middle, Southern and We tern States-TWENTY-
ElGIIT in all. -- .. -- ---~ ...... ~ ..... ~ 
More than THIRTY THOUSAND copies of Web-
ster's Unabridged have boon placed in as many Public 
Schools in the United States, by State enactments or 
School Officers. 
Can you better promote the c-ause of education and 
the lnterosts of community than by trying to have ii 
placed in your School-rooms? 
OV'The National StandaTd, 
PROOF ..... 20 TC> 2. 
The sa les o[ Webster's Dictionaries throughout the 
country !n 1878 were 20 tltnes as large as the ""Jes of 
any other Dictionaries. We will semi proof of this on 
application, and such sale still continues. 
Published by G, & C, MERRIAM, Spri ngfield, Ma,,s. 
mar-3m 
J. W. BOUDEU. 0. W, BRIOIIT. 
THE OT1'ERBEIN DIAL. 
H.P. ANDB.t1S, 
ATTORNEY HATH1AW. 
Office: No, 39 North High Street, 
Chittenden's Building, 
COLUMBUS, O. 
Will be in Westerville Friday even-
ing and Satu rday. jan6mo 
J. F. SNODDY, . E. FOUT$. 
0-EOOEBS, 
J. BEAL & CO., 
DEALERS IN 
DR. -Y G--C>ODS,. 
READY-MADE CLOTHING, 
HATS, CA.PS, .800'J'SandSHOES. 
Th eir l\'lercbant Tailoring Department 
is complete, having secured the exper-
ienced service of a first-class cutter, are 
wepared to do work in thelatestand high-
style of the art, 
Save your money by purchasing your Gro- PERFECT FITS GUARANTEED. 
ceries of 
SNODDY 4' FOt:r'I'S, 
Cor. State st. and College Avenue, 
Westerville Ohio, 
Where you will find constantly on hand 
a full stock of goods which we are sellillg 
at bottom prices. Our stock consists of 
Sugars, Coffees, Teas, pices, Flour, Oat 
and Cornmeal, Canned and Dried Fruit, 
also Green Fruit in season. The highest 
cash price paid for choice country produce. 
Please call and examine our stock. 
jan-Gm SNODDY & FOUTS. 
MUTUAl llfE INSURANCf GO. 
OF l\<IAINE. 
J. BEAL & CO., 
ST .A. TE STB.EET, 
jan-6m] Westerville, O. 
N. THAYER & CO. 
Are now making from selected old wheat 
Flour ei;pedally ior ·westerville trade, su-
perior to any in the market, and sold fo r 
$1.75 per sack delivered. 
OUR NEW WHEAT FLOUR 
For $1.40 per sack is generall y ,:tivinggood 
satisfaction. Bolted Cormneal, Buckwheat 
and Graham Flour 
}'or Sale at Reduced Prices. 
Our Flour will be kept on" hand at L. R 
Foster's bakery for same prices as at the 
mi ll. 
IIIGIIEST CASH PRICE8PAID 
FORALLKINDSOF GRAIN 
jan-6m] 
MEAT MEAT MEAT l\JEAT l\TEAT 
l\rnAT l\1EA'r l\IEAT MEAT l\IEAT 
1'rnAT MEAT .MEAT l\lEAT MEAT 
BEEF PORK 
BEEF WM. WILLIA.MS PORK 
IT 
SOUDER & BRIGHT, 
~ One of the Oldest and Best Companies 
in the United States. 
BEEF ' PORK 
BEEF Of ·westcrville, liereby PORK 
BEEF agrees to sell the best beef, PORK 
BEEF pork, lard, and meat of all PORK 
BEEF kinds in the market, at the PORK 
BEEF lowest living prices. Also, PORK 
BEEF SAUSAGE PORK 
REEF Good enongh to make your .PORK 
BEEF mouth water, and in quanti- PORK 
BEEJ< ties to suit the buyer,from 1 PORK 
BEEF inch to 5,280 ft. m length . PORK 
B El~F' If you have any doubt come PORK 
Ir ,vuoLESALE DEALERS IN 
IT MILLIN ERV 
W'oulrl you leave a temporal blessing to 
dear ones when you pass away, secure a 
life Policy in a good Company. 
-AND-
A1 WILLIAM HANBY, Agent, 
jan-Gm] Westerville, O. 
llW" STRAW GOODS, 






A.T'rORNEY .AT LAW. 
Formerly City Solicitor of Hamilton,O., 
Having located in Westerville, will now 
continue the practice of his Profession in 
BEEF and be convinced PORK 
SAUSAGE SAUSAGE SAU 'AGE 
SAUSAGE SAUSAGE SAUSA(iE 
SAUSAGE SAUSAGE SAU AGE 
W. 0. ROWE, 
CASH GROCER 
-AND-
:Soot &, Shoe Maker fAANKLIN AND DELAWARE COUNTIES, CONFECTION ER, 
L ADIES' MOROCCO SHOES, GENTS' BEST IlUCKLE-TONGUrI:D SHOES, BEST 
WESTERVILLE, O. 
Offl.ce: State St., 
jan-Gm) 
Highest market price paid in cash for 
Westerville, 0. country produce. 
D. AFLLETON & CO'S 
NEW SCHOOL BOOKS 
MORSE- First Book of Zoology. 
YOUMANS- Class-Book of Chemistry. 
YOUMANS-First Book of l'hysiology. 
QUACKENBOS- School History of the World, 
KRUSI- Advanced Series of Drawing. 
GREEN- l'rimers of History and Litere.ture. 
The above are among the most interest-
ing and importaut school publications of 
the day; and arc in full accord with the 
present progressive theories and nwthods 
of school instruction. l;;end for full par-
ticulars. 
Recently Published. 
Quackenbos's Higher Arithmetic, 
A Comprehensive Treati e designed for 
the use of Academies, Busines Col-
lege , High f:ichools, anrl advanced 
cla ses in Private anrl Grammar 
Schools, completing A ppletons' Arith-
metical SPries, recently revised. By 
G. P . Quackenbos, LL. D. 12mo, 420 
pp. $1.25. 
A History of Germany, 
From the Earliest Period to the Estab-
lishment of the German Empire in 
1871. With One Hundred and Twelve 
Illustrations and Six Ilistorical Maps_ 
By Bayard Taylor. l 2mo, ti08 pages. 
Price, ;fl.75. 
Science Primers, 
S ience Primer Physiology, 50 cents; 
r-;_,,;1,,n"" PrirpPr Af\ll'nf\nmv: 50 cents. Ut 1ers of tne sents neretofore pub-
lished are: Chem istry, by Professor 
.l{oscoe; Physics, by Professor Balfour 
Stewart; GenlO!!Y, by Professor Gei-
kie; Physical Geography, by P rofes-
sor Geikie. [Introductorv, Ly Profes-
sor Huxley and others,· in prepara-
tion.] 
Standard Works, . 
Cornell's Geographies, Cornell's Outline 
Maps, Qnackenl.Jos's Grnmmars and 
Rhetoric, Harkne~s•s Latin Series, etc. 
NEW DESC!l!PTIVE CATALOGUE SENT ON APPLIOATION. 
Address, D. APPLETON & CO., 
549 a 1,tl 55 1 Ilroa<ltvay, N. Y ., 
Or, GEO. H . TWISS, Columbus, 0. jan-6111 
Dl-t. I. N. CUSTER. 
Prompt and careful attention giYen to 
both branches of 
DENTISTRY. 
Office in old Masonic Hall, Gn itner'sBlock, 
jan6m WESTERVILLE, O. 
P. E. Gun·Nt:n. II. A. G UI1'NER. 
P. E. GUITNER & CO, 
Mf RC HANT TAILORS, 




Boo ts & Shoes, Etc., 
jan-tf W este1·v tlle, 0/tio, l ~EWED. liooTs-all made to order m p;ood style, and at cheaper figures than elsewhere. Find ow at the 
OLD STAND_ 
Everybody knows whtre. 
mar-6m 
Family arocsrisz 
' OYSTERS AND FRUITS WILLIAM 
REDDING & CLARK .Jan6-m a specialty. REAL ESTATE AGENT, 
HANBY, 
MISS MINNIE S'. KING, 
of Westerville, 0.., 
Having taken charFe of the Department 
of Instrumental Music in 
O-t;-t;erbei:u. U:u.iversi-t;y9 
Will give instruction in Tho1'ough Bass 
Hm·mony, Voice Culture, and on Piano and 
Organ. Terms reasonable. jan tf. 
Are selling choice Groceries at the lowest 
cash prices. Those favoring us with their 
patronage will not on ly confer a favor on 
us, but will receive the actual worth of 
their money. 
Special Inducements to Clubs and 
TH0S. M. CAHILL, 
ARCHITECT., 
BROAD AND HIGH STS., Students. · 
jan-Gm] Give TheDJ. a Call. jan-6mo COLUMBUS, O. 
..; .. . ~ 
~esrter-v-i1l.e, C>., 
Offers for saie some 
20 Dwelling and Business Rooms 
IN WESTERVILLE9 
Ranging in price 
From $600 to $4,000. 
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C> ::EZ :i:: C> 
ClNTRll NORMU SCHOOL f raser II Catechism ! JI A 
NOl:IL:Z l:100:K! 
2jth Thousand Now Ready of 
GETTING ON IN 'l'BE WOELD, 
OR HINTS ON SUCCESS IN LIFE, 
Books & ~tationery 
OLIVE WOOD GOODS. 
Thoro1tgh in its work, and professional in its 
slw,1•act,er. .Afodern in its methods and nwdest 
·n ifs claimJ. ' 
I. ITS PURPOSES ARE : 
1. To devote spe~ial attention to "Com• 
moo and Higher Brnncbes," making thor• 
ough scholaPS uy sy8temlllic study 11nd bard 
work, as an indispensable prerequisite to 
~ood teaching. 
. 2. To impart sound and comprehensive 
views of the nature, design and scope of 
education itod culture, by c11reful stuuy of 
accredited authors on teaching; and by a 
course of Lectures, coverio~ the entire 
ground of Did11ctks, ~eneral and special. 
8. To study and prnctice such methods ot 
School Orgitoizatioo, TtJaching a11d M,rnnge 
mcnt, as sllall conform Rtrictly to tile nature 
ol Man as a s1tqject, knowledqe ns a means, and 
Cilucation as an erul. To facilitttte tllese and 
kindred objecte 
II.-TWO NEW DEPARTMltNTS. 
!Jave been provided for, to commence with 
the opening of the Spring Term, April 2 
1876. 
1. A MooEL SCIIOOL of three gr!!,deR-
Primnry, Iatermedi11ttl a.ad High Scllool. 
Ao experienced teacller, one versed in the 
best methods ol teach in~ and manttgemeut, 
as developed by recent research, will con-
duct this school, as a model for observatioo 
and practice. 
2. A GENUINE KrNDERGAltTE!i, for the 
dovelopment and Clllturc of lit!le cllildren, 
from three to seven years of age, according 
to Frrebel's Method; aim, tor the trnining ot 
lady Kioderg,utoers. Mr•. J obu Ogden, 
whose labors as a successful Kindeqra.rtner 
anrt. trainer in this branch of learning' have 
been widely known and acknowledged,will 
have charge of this department. 
JU.-TlihEE REGULAR COURSES OF STUDY 
Are adopted. suited to thll corresponding 
grades of school~. 
1. ELEMEN'l'ARY NORMAL CoURSE,intend-
ed to prepare te>1chers for tlle common dis 
trict school, and tor tlle lower grades of city 
schools. 
2. THE ENGLISU NORMAL COURSE, for the 
larger districts and intermedillte grades of 
oity schools. 
8 THE CLASSICAL NORMAL COURSE, for 
the hightr grades and superintendencies of 
c ity scuools 
On tbe completion of any one of the 
above courses a corresponding Diploma will 
be awarded, which, it is hoped, will prove 
a passport to our best schools, both city and 
country. 
This school will strive to be B model in 
all its departments, and a true exponent of 
the most advanced ideas ot education and 
teaching. 
IV.-AMPLE ACCOMMODATIONS 
are afforded in our large four storied build-
i9$-:;:,as~.~ .. Jro.~. q~~£..E:h" R~~!_tat!~~- -~~~ 
from forty to fifty students. The rooms, 
however, will be used, as far as needed, for 
the accommodation of ladil-s, and lor the 
model pupils from abroad, who will consti-
tute a part ot the Principal's family. Five 
or six otller good boarding Llouses are locat• 
ed in the place, where students CRn be ac-
commodated. 
V.-LOCATION. 
We are five miles from tlle city limits of 
Columblls, with wllicb we are connected by 
the CincinnRti, Cleveland, Columblls and 
InJianapolis Rt1ilway. Four or five daily 
trains, and a tri•weekly omnibus, make our 
connections with the city and all parts of 
the State unexceptionable. Our beautiful 
flrove and lawn, the health, quiet, and na-
tural beauty ot the place, render this one of 
the most pleasant and desirable retreats for 
students in the State 
VT.-TElt.M8 AND TUtTION. 
l. Normal and Model, Schools. 
Fall Term, 12 weP-ks, prepaid at one time.$11.00 
Winter '' lfl " " " " ... 11>.00 
Spring 11 12 · " " " •• ... 11.00 
2. l{tnddrgarte,l. 
Children's Course, 40 weeks ...................... $60.00 
L&.di•s' Course, 6 months ........................... 100.00 
_..No additionnl charge to those taking full 
uLad1es' Cour~e" in KinaergartnioS{, who wish to 
pursue other studies m thi, Normal School. 
BoARDINo.-In Halt, everyt'1,n/l: except towels 
furnished, S:, per week in Summor, and SJ 26 in 
Winter. In other boarding hous~s about same 
rates. Self bo,ucing from $1.50 to $2.60 per week. 
vn.-Sl'KCIALTIES. 
German, Voc:tl Music and Free-hand Drawmg 
taught in the most thorough manner in the Model 
School withont additional charge. The firsc, in the 
Normal School, will hnve an additionl\l charge of 
fifty cents per week. 
_.For further information see lnte Catalogue 
~ent free to any address on appli~ation to 
JOHN OGDEN. Prlneipl\i, 
feb-tr] Worthington, Franklin County, Ohio. 
Have you ever seen a perfect Eraser f 
Have you tried the "MRgic ?" The "lm· 
proved l\lagic ?" The "Tritmgular ?" 'l'he 
•·Reversible?" The "Oommon School?" 
Tue "Higgins?" The "Common Wool?" 
Have you -found any of them satisfactory ? 
Uon't the handles of the "Adjustable" and 
"Reversible" l!et loose? Don't the carpet 
gnth r dust when new. and wear smooth 
when oU? Is not the Wool iotolert1bly 
clllsty? Have you become entirely disgust-
ed? Are you willing to try another? 
Something new? cleanly? cheap? durable? 
Did you ever see au Eraser with a surface 
near½ inch in thickness, made of hair and 
wool in such proportion that it will neither 
.wear smooth nor l!et dusty? An Eraser 
lighter tlla.n any other? cheaper tllan any 
other? cleaner than any other? In short, 
did you ever see the JAPANESE EHASER? 
It not, don't you want to? Don't you.want 
to try one? If you do, won't you send us 
25 cents for a sample? Price, $2.50 per 
dozen. Good discount to the trade . .. Also, 
□ USTUSS JAPANESE CRAYONS, 
BETTER THAN STEATITE I CHEAPER THAN CHALK I 
Strong language, but we mean what we 
say. Send 10 cents for sample by mail. 
Give them a trial, and if you desire to con• 
tinue their use (which we do not doubt),we 
will see that you are supplifld by your own 
booli;seller, or will make terms with you 
direct. Ten cents is a small price for you 
to pay for permanent exemption from that 
school-room nuisance and truitful source of 
ill health, the dust of == chalk crayon. 
HADLEY BROS. & KANE. 
School Furnishers, 




BY WILLIAM MATHEWS, LL.D. 
12mo. Uloth $2.25; full gilt edges $2.50. 
"One ot the best books for young men 
America hus ever gotten up."-Bislwp Git-
beTt Haven. 
"No more helpful or appreciative gift for 
a young man or a young wom<1n can be 
fonod in all the re11lm of our literature."-
Ohristian Era, Boston. 
"V{ orth any day ten times its cost for the 
tenth pnrt it contains I A book faller of 
sensible sense and sounder so•mduess we 
have not seen for a long day. It is a per• 
feet j~wel box of aphorisms, maxims, coun-
eels, anecuotes, illustrations, facts, etc., etc." 
-Sunday &liool Times. 
"l believe I should hnve bad a la.r1?er 
measure of success if I Llad read su<'h a 
work some thirty years ago. l know of no 
book which could be of greater practical 
value to young men.-President Dodge, of 
Madi/Jon University. 
'"l'he yollng man who reads this volume 
will have his pulse quickened, his moral 
vision cla rifi ed, bis taith and purpose 
strengtheoed."-Rlfv. Dr. Gurry, Rtofnnond 
College. 
~Sold by all booksellers, or will be 
sent postpaid on receipt of the price by 
= 
S. C. GHIGGS & CO., Publigbers. 
feb.8m] 25 Washington St., Chicago. 
(Late National Hotel,) 
FURNISHED THROUGHO'UT with all 
1iWtHftf0t,uimnI'W~II''W:L\u .. firu!'Ye .rJw-•mAr.. -
75 cent& per day. 
.. .. 
Diircrner from 11:39 a. m. to 2:30 p. m. each 
day. Only 85 cents .• 
Meals served at all hours, both day and 
night. 
PHOTOGRAPHS! 
" A thing of bemtty is a joy f oref!er." 
FROM MT. OF OLIVES, 
Guaranteed by the American Consul at 
Jernsalem. 
Writing Desks and Portfolios. 
STANDARD BOOKS, in plain and fine 
Bindinl!s, 
JUVENILE BOOKS, from the best Au-
thore. 
TOY .BOOKS-An immense assortment. 
WALL POCKETS and BRACKETS, in 
1?reat variety. 
FINE WRIT! G PAPERS and ENVE-
L<?PES, in boxes and otl'i.erwise, at Io« 
pnces. 
NEW GOODS constantly arriving. 
GEORGE W. GLEASON, 
O1>era House Book Store. 
ian-3m] 
SE:C.TZEI?. &i AMME:C.. 
Wholesale nnd Retail agents for the sale of the world-
renowned ancl, uuequaled"GL'and, 
Square and U prigbt 
KNABE 
PIANOS, 
Which have been awarded upward of 100 Gold nnd 
Silver Medals over all other competitors as the Beot 
Pianos made in the world. 
-ALSO-
Beltnlng & Diehl'• Patent Shoulder Aicrall'e 
Pilmos, ,I. & C. Ff•cher'• Bc•st Medtum•l'rlced 
Pltmo•, Hallet & Cumstun's Be•t llledlum-Prleed 
Plano•. 
Cabinet Pipe Organs, l\1ru,Qn ,'< Hamlin Organs Goo. 
A . Prince & Co.'• Organs, Bny State Organs superior 
to any in the market i the old favorites, and 'most reli-
able of all makes in tuis country. 
SHEET MUSIC. 
Brass and Silver Band Instruments, Gujtars Flutes 
Violins,_ Piano tools and covers, together with a full 
line of Musical Merchnndise. 
We desire to say that every Piano or Organ pur-
chased at our est:>blish,~eot .is P!l<ST CLASS, and ftQy 
warranted. Entire suhsfncbon m every case is guar-
anteed. Having over 20 years experience, we flatter 
ourselves we know what ought. to be recommended . 
The country Is full of h,1Sh, and purchasers should be 
eareful to ~uard agniust iu1position. A cnll is respect-
fully solicited. 
. Orders from a distance will receive prompt atten- . 
hon. Catalogues sent nu application. 
SELTZER & AMMEL, 
jan-6m 11 and 13 Eaat State et., Columbus, o .-
BALDWIN' BROS., 
Jewelers and Opticians11 
COLUMBUS, Gh 
Watches. Clocks, .Iewvelry,;. 
SILVERWARE AND SPEOT:AOLES) 
Sold and Repaired at tlle lowest price& . The traveling public will find this THE 
House of Ceotral Ohio. Graduating Classes, Students, and all --
others wanting good pictures, will go as 111rOrders or correspondence• solicited Students and others wanting a good 
iunch, stop and see UR. 
J. H. DAVIDSON, 
teb-6m] Proprieter. 
SLADE & KELTON, 
(Successors to J ohu Field) dealers in all 
kinds of 
LU:M:BER.9 
Lath and Shingles 
Rear~on's Half-Inch Shingles a Speclalt~. 
YARD, MILL AND OFFICE, 
Cor. SPRING and WATER STREETS, 
feb 1y] Columbus, O. 
1,1sual to and will receive careful attention. ' · 
fe1J-8m] 
SAMUEL E. S. BRIGHT'S 
G-.A..LLE:E'I.-Y-. 
69 1-2 SOUTH HIGH ST. 
Come and see. We need say no more. 
The Work Shows for Itself. 
REMEMBER: 
feb-tfl 169½ South High Street. 
BOOK. STORE. 
I Keep on hand all College Text-Books 
used in the Otterbein University; also 
WHOLESALE PAPER WAREHOUSE. 
Columbus · Paper Company,, 






STA~~~!Rlb~~1A!:!da~!~~!~~P,£R, ;==~~ :PAPZ:R 
Nos. 119 and 121 North High st., 
COLUMBUS9 O •. 
required by students. 
.JAMES MOSSMAN, 
Commercial House, 
jan-tf Weataville, Ohio. jan-6mo 
W. H. FOSTER, 
Sec'y & T-reas,_ 
32 THE OTTERBEIN DIAL. 
WJIOLESALE A D 'RETAIL DEALER IN 
GRAND, SQUARE AND UPRIGHT 
PIANO FORTES! 
W ARER.OOMS 195 1-2 S. High Street, 
COL UM:HUS .. OHIO. 
KEEPS THE LARGEST STOCK OF PIANOS IN CENTRAL OHIO. 
THE CELEBRATED WM. M'CAMMON PIANOS, 
Takinp; First Premium at the Ohio State Fuir, 1875. 
GAEHLE'S GOLD MEDAL PIANOS, 
ECLECTIC EDUCATIONAL SERIES. 
THE BEST BOOKS AT TI-:lE LOW'EST PRICES. 
McGuffey's Re11ders 11nrl Speller, 
Harvey'11 Re11d1,rs and Speller, 
Ray's Arithmetics and Ali;ebras, 
Ruy's Hiirber ~1athematics, 
White's Graded School Arithmetics, 
Harvey's Language Lessons. 
Ilarvey's English Grammars. 
Eclectir. Seriesof Geo,sraphies, 
Eclectic System of Penmanship, 
Venahle's U. S. History, 
Eclectic Classical Series, 
Duffet's French Method, 
Andrews's Constitution of U.S., 








Descriptive 0irculars and Price List to any Address. 
I. A Complete Series. The Eclectic Series embraces a lull line of Text• 
Books in the branches of ~tudy usually tliught in Schools and Colleges. 
II. A Practical Series. Tbe Authors are teachers of acknowledged 
ability and of l•rge and varied experience. The Books st,rnd the test of the class-
room, as shown by their long continued nae where adopteJ. 
III, A Progressive Series. It embodies the latest reliable scientific data 
and tile most improved methods of teaching. 
IV. A Popular Series. It is more widely recommended by prominent 
Recommended by all. educators 11nd more extensively introduced and used tll n any otller series in 
'THE ORIGINAL DECKER & BRO'S. PIANOS, Americli. 
~euiufl~u"CJ -ibu'± . 
. A. D. BULEN PIANOS, 
EMERSON, 
Only $255 cash, including two years' Tuning, Piano Stool and Cove 
DECKER & BARNES and 
AMERICAN LITTLE BEAUTY PIANOS. 
ORGANS OF VARIOUS MAKES ! 
.OLD INSTRUMENTS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE, 
!Seeond•Hand Knabe Piano, been in use 4 
$600, will sell Cor 
I.Chickering Piano, • • 
Little Beauty, been in use one year, Cor 
WiJJJa1n Browne Piano, 







All the above Pian')S are 7 octave and overetrung scale. 
CALL .A.N":J:> BEE 1\,!l:El. 
feh4lmil 
~EW IRON BUGGY COMPANY 
There has recently been a change in the owner~hip of the Iron Buggy M~nufactory, 
Mr. H. K. Tuller succeeding the old firm. Some important changes and 
Improvements in Iron Buggies 
Are being made, which recommend the various p;tyles, both open a11d top, more highly 
than ever . . lo durability and beauty of finish the 
N"e~ :B-u.ggi.em are S-u.pQr:lor 
To the old make, wl1ile the cost to the trade is not increased. Unsurpassed induce-
ments to Dealers are now offered. SEND FOR CIRCULARS TO 
moN BUGGGY COMPANY, 
feb-8m] 180 NORTH HIGH ,St., Near Union Depot. 
V. An Artistic and Durable Series. In the manufacture of these 
Books the best mllterial and the most skilled artists in the various departments of 
the work are employed, insuring tboroup;h excellence in all mech•mica\ features. 
VI. A Cheap Series. The long experience of the Publishers in the Manu-
factnre and puhlica•ion ot School Text-Books, exclusively, and the wide intro-
duction and u~e of the ECLECTIC SERIES enliblc~ tllem to offer their lists at 
the Lowest Prices. 
"VV'i.1e<>:n., ::El:i.:n.k..1e ct, Co., 
teb- ly] Publishers, CINCINNATI and NEW YORK. 
John Schneider, 
DEALER IN 
American, Swiss and English 
BRANCH OFFICE 
-FOR-
~ .A.TC~EB, T~E BALE 
In Gold and Silver Cases. 
Latest Styles Fine Gold Jewelry, Spectacles, 
German and Silver Plated ware, etc. 
A LARGE ASSORTMENT of CLOCKS 
1l?ir"Hepr1iring done cttrelu lly, and ·war-
mnted. 
No. ll5SouthIIighSt.,. 
[feh Om] Columbus, 0. 






HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING. 
Ot every uescription in the best style, and 
at tlle lowest livinp; rates, by 
CHRISTIAN SCHICK, 
feb-Om] Westerville, O. 





Celebrated Elias Howe 
Sewing Machines, 
148 Soutlt Higlt St., 
COLUMBUS, OHIO. 
THIRTY YEA.RB CONSTANT USE 
has proved the HOWE superior to all other 




No. 10 N. Hio;h St, Columbus, 0. 
Book-Keeping, :Business Penmanship, Arith• 
metic, Correspondence, Language, 
:Business Practice and Com· 
mercial Law. 
NOW IS THE TIME. TO ENTER. 
E :g:_ ER YAN, 
feb-ly] Principal. 
G-ai1;ers. AGENTS WANTED IN EVERY COUNTY 
Ladies' and Gents' Overshoes, 
Or anything else in my !me. Best bargains 
given at 
No, 3 ROBISON'S BLOCK, 
Ieb 8m] Westerville. 0 . 
FOR BELLTNG 
The History of the 
Army of the Cu~berlancl. 
For terms, etc., write to 
ROBERT CLA.RKE & no., . 
feb-2m] Cincinnati, Ohio. 
